Chapter Four
Byzantine vs. Gothic Polychromy:
Ludwig’s Restoration of
Bamberg’s Cathedral of St. Peter and St. George
1. Ludwig I’s Program to Undo Bamberg’s Post-Medieval Polychromy
Bamberg’s Cathedral of St. Peter and St. George would soon become Ludwig’s
second Byzantine architectural project.367 Initially, however, Ludwig leaned on Friedrich
Wiebeking’s evaluation of Bamberg published in 1821, along with his evaluation of
Speyer Cathedral, in Theoretical and Practical Civic Architecture. On August 26, 1826,
Ludwig wrote to Bamberg’s newly appointed archbishop, Joseph Maria Freiherr von
Fraunberg, that:
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Jörg Traeger has noted that the cathedrals of Bamberg (on the Regnitz near the
confluence with the Main) and Regensburg (on the Danube) were, under Ludwig I, linked
by the Ludwigs-Donau-Main-Kanal, a major project which Ludwig initiated in late 1825,
almost as soon as he had acceded to the throne. This canal was of German and not only
Bavarian national significance, and was weighted with historical symbolism, since
Charlemagne had been the first to attempt such a project (as noted on the monument
Ludwig erected in Erlangen to commemorate completion of the canal in 1846). The canal
was intended for freight, and not for passenger traffic either by boat or along the towpaths
flanking its banks: it did not create a landscape traversable by tourists until later in the
century, after the canal had largely ceased to function for commercial purposes. As a
traversable waterway Ludwig focused on the Danube, where he built up steamship
service along with tourist attractions to compete with the growing success of tourist
steamships along the Rhine. Steamships were not able to traverse the Regnitz river or the
locks in the canal. Traeger has noted that, nonetheless, both Ludwig and Klenze oversaw
the aesthetic as well as logistical aspects of Oberbaurat Heinrich Freiherr von
Pechmann’s plans for the Ludwigs-Donau-Main-Kanal, and has made the interesting case
that the canal created an imagined historical landscape along its route, which was realized
largely through maps and prints. According to Traeger, these cathedrals were renovated
in part as this route’s monumental endpoints. See Traeger, Der Weg nach Walhalla, 12630 and 141-67, and Ludwig’s ruling of July 1, 1834 concerning the canal and its purposes
in Manfred Kimmig, “Der Ludwigs-Donau-Main-Kanal” Ausstellungskatalog zur
gleichnamigen Ausstellung im Fembohaus in Nürnberg aus Anlaß der Einweihung des
Staatshafen Nürnberg am Main-Donau-Kanal, September 1972 (Nuremberg: Stadtarchiv
Nürnberg, 1972; also available online at http://kanaldoku_ausstellungskat.pdf), 4-5.
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… It has already come disagreeably to my attention on earlier visits to the
archbishop’s metropolitan church at Bamberg that this majestic, great monument
of the German building style has received some disfigurations and renovations
that oppose artistic sensitivity. In order to improve this, and to reestablish the
undisturbed sight of this sublime temple in the spirit of its pure style, it is my wish
that the tall disfiguring altar be removed; then all trace of the white paint in the
church be sanded away, so that the stone appear in its natural color; likewise that
the oil paint with which the ornamented columns are covered be chiseled away, if
the same should not be removable by any other method; and, finally, that the
ornamented columns […] be cleaned and supplied with an appropriate coating of
oil.368
Ludwig seems to have known few if any details of the renovations of which he
disapproved, the first of which had occurred in the seventeenth century and the most
recent of which had just been completed under the direction of Georg Betz (1768-1832),
the priest left in charge of Bamberg Cathedral during the years 1808-21, while the
building served as a parish church.369 Textual and other evidence survives for Betz’s
renovations but, unfortunately, no depictions of the interior as it appeared upon their
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“…Es ist mir schon früher bey dem Besuche der Erzbischöflichen MetropolitanKirche zu Bamberg unangenehm aufgefallen, daß dieses herrliche, große Denkmal des
teutschen Baustyles einige Verunstaltungen und Renovationen erhalten hat, welche dem
Kunstsinne widerstreben. Um diese zu verbessern, und den ungestörten Anblick dieses
erhabenen Tempels in dem Geiste seines reinen Styles wieder herzustellen, ist es Mein
Wunsch, daß der große verunstaltende Altar hinwegkomme; dann der weisse Anstrich der
Kirche bis auf die Spur abgerieben werde, so daß der Stein in seiner natürlichen Farbe
erscheine, desgleichen daß die Oelfarbe mit welcher die Bildsäulen übertüncht wurden,
abgemeisselt werde, wenn selbe auf keine andere Art abzunehmen wäre und endlich die
Bildsäulen [...] gereinigt und mit einem entsprechenden Oel-Anstrich versehen werden.”
Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv – Geheimes Hausarchiv München, NL Ludwig I. 48/5/31
– Nr. 6, cited in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 29.
369
Following the death of the former Prince Bishop in 1805, Bamberg Cathedral had
ceased to function as the seat of a bishop. (The Bishop of Würzburg took responsibility
for the diocese, along with his own, from his seat in Würzburg until his death in 1808).
Georg Betz, “ein gebildeter, aktiver und engagierter Theologe” who had since 1801
ministered to a small parish that worshiped in the cathedral’s north transept, found
himself left in charge of the entire building. Hubel, “Die beiden Restaurationen des
Bamberger Domes,” 47.
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completion in 1821. Evidently, however, it was the white interior paint and the size and
style of the high altar that particularly disturbed the king.370
Ludwig’s concerns closely echoed the ideas and vocabulary Friedrich Wiebeking
had used to discuss Bamberg and other German-style buildings. For Wiebeking, the
classical ideals which he had found wanting at Speyer Cathedral and Germany’s other
Byzantine buildings, were instead expressed in the “architectonic beauty”
(architektonischen Schönheit) of German architecture despite its general decline (Verfall)
due to disfigurements (Verunstaltungen) of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.371
Giving the new furnishings at Bamberg Cathedral as an example, Wiebeking contrasted
post-medieval high altars which destroyed the “magnificence of the choir and the
perspective,” with original, German-style ones, such as that which he (mistakenly) took
to be the surviving original at Regensburg Cathedral.372 More than this, German-style
interiors had been entirely changed and degraded (ganz verändert und verdorben) during
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On Ludwig’s limited awareness of Betz’s renovation, see Hans-Schuller, Bamberger
Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 29.
371
Wiebeking, Bürgerliche Baukunde 1:13, as discussed in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger
Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 29, n. 307, and Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des
Regensburger Doms,193, n. 47.
372
On the effect of the Bamberg and Regensburg altars see Wiebeking, Bürgerliche
Baukunde v. 1, 686, as discussed in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” p. 29 and n. 307, and Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des
Regensburger Doms, p. 196, nn. 69-70. On Wiebeking’s belief that the baroque high altar
in Regensburg Cathedral was actually the original German-style altar see Wiebeking,
Bürgerliche Baukunde 1:87, as discussed in Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des
Regensburger Doms, p. 196, n. 68. Despite Wiebeking’s many inaccuracies concerning
Regensburg Cathedral, Raasch 193, n. 46 notes that his discussion of the building
(Bürgerliche Baukunde 1:684-90) was, like his discussion of Speyer Cathedral, the first
scholarly effort in this direction.
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these centuries by a whitewash over all but the ribs of the vaults, which were painted
orange or (again as at Bamberg) grey.373
At the time of his letter to Fraunberg, neither Ludwig nor anyone else considered
that removing the later coats of paint could reveal evidence of Bamberg Cathedral’s
medieval paint; assertions that his letter demonstrates that he wished to cleanse the
cathedral of any polychromy are, therefore, unfounded.374 Ludwig had his sights on the
later re-paintings and it will be seen that he was immediately intrigued when he learned
that medieval paint had survived underneath them. His interest in polychromy was wideranging, and he was always open to evidence of it that challenged earlier assumptions. At
the same time, even though remnants of chancel screens survived, neither Ludwig nor
those working for him ever questioned whether Wiebeking’s call to restore “the
undisturbed sight of [the building’s] pure style” accurately reflected a medieval aesthetic.
This emphasis on unobstructed space in fact reflected an aesthetic that had originated
with the Jesuits. Their emphasis upon the Eucharist had led them to eliminate chancel
screens such as those at Bamberg, where they had blocked the views of both the eastern
and western choirs.375 Given Ludwig’s anti-Jesuit stance, there is a certain irony in his
insistence on unobstructed interior views.
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On the whitewashing highlighting the ribs of the vaults see Wiebeking, Bürgerliche
Baukunde 1:87, as discussed in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,”
p. 29 and n. 307, and Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms, pp.
193-94, n. 49.
374
Hans-Schuller, Der Bamberger Dom. Seine ‘Restauration,’ 31-33.
375
Jeffrey Chipps Smith, Sensuous Worship: Jesuits and the Art of the Early Catholic
Reformation in Germany (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002), 122 and HansSchuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” p. 81 and n. 905 (as numbered in text) /
906 (as numbered in endnotes), and Christian Dümler, Der Bamberger Kaiserdom. 1000
Jahre Kunst und Geschichte (Bamberg: Fränkischer Tag, 2005), 51.
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The evolving and somewhat contradictory goals of Bamberg’s renovation became
increasingly complex. Archbishop Fraunberg could hardly have imagined that most of his
tenure at the cathedral (1824-42) would be marked by an ever more invasive campaign.
In response to Ludwig’s letter he put together a commission consisting of the cathedral
chapter plus, as specialists, Martin Joseph von Reider (1793-1862) and Friedrich Karl
Rupprecht (1779-1831), neither of whom had any professional experience with
architectural renovations.376 Reider, a Bamberg native and notable collector of local
antiquities, had taught drawing and in 1826 was serving as managing director of a trade
school.377 Rupprecht’s qualifications, beyond his skills as a painter and engraver,
included co-founding Bamberg’s Art Society (the Bamberger Kunstverein, which he
continued to serve as secretary) in 1823, his annotated catalogues of print collections, and
his participation in the art market.378 These specialists did not see eye-to-eye and
competed to advance their own proposals for the cathedral’s renovation.
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Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 36.
Reider had long argued against moving or removing the baroque furnishings at
Bamberg, but when they were finally auctioned off (as discussed below), he purchased
much of the sculpture from them for his collection. These sculptures included the wellknown crucifixion group for the high altar by Justus Glesker (1601-78), which Bamberg
Cathedral was able to repurchase in the early twentieth century. Many of Reider’s other
artworks were integrated into the founding collection of the Bavarian National Museum,
where they remain. On Glesker’s crucifixion group and for a thumbnail sketch of Reider
see Baumgärtel-Fleischmann, Altäre des Bamberger Domes, 126-29 and 357; see also
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” p. 36 and n. 358 and J. F.
Morper, “Ein unbekanntes Gutachten Joseph Martin von Reiders zur Domrestauration
von 1828,” Bamberger Blätter für fränkische Kunst und Geschichte: Beilage zum
Bamberger Volksblatt 7, no. 8 (1930): 29.
378
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” pp. 23-24 and 27, and n. 285.
On pp. 18-20 and 55 Hans-Schuller notes that Rupprecht had studied at the Gymnasium
in Nuremberg (1799-1802) and possibly at the academy of art in Dresden (according to
posthumous biographical accounts), but that no evidence of study in Dresden survives
beyond a classicizing orientation and specialty in miniature portraiture. According to
377
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As his solution to Ludwig’s concerns Reider proposed a minimally invasive
overpainting of the white surfaces with stone-colored paint, the replacement of the
offending altar, and adaptation of the pulpit and organ to the Old German Style; further,
he attempted on more than one occasion to replace Rupprecht with Heideloff as a more
appropriate specialist for the renovations.379 Heideloff taught at Nuremberg’s city trade
school (soon elevated to a state polytechnical school) and had not only renovated the altar
at St. Jacob’s to Ludwig’s satisfaction but also worked on a number of medieval and
medieval-revival buildings; in short, he did have more relevant experience.380 Following
Rupprecht’s death, Heideloff would inherit his position but, as will be seen, the approach
to the restoration that Rupprecht had developed in consultation with Ludwig I attained a
level of sophistication (by modern standards) that Heideloff, relying on his own judgment
without regard to his predecessor’s work, would not maintain.
In his proposal, Rupprecht discussed not only how he would remove the white
coat of paint and replace the recent altar but also how he planned to move the New
Roman furnishings out of the nave and choir, design new furnishings in the Old German
style, and install stained glass in the windows of the eastern and western choirs.381

Rupprecht’s own account, he had studied at an art school, at two art academies, and on
study trips.
379
Bernhard Schemmel, Friedrich Karl Rupprecht 1779-1831 (Bamberg:
Staatsbibliothek, 1981), 135 and 145-50. In 1828, in a bid to wrest the renovation from
Rupprecht, Reider would make a much more radical proposal in conjunction with
Heideloff: see Morper, “Unbekanntes Gutachten Joseph Martin von Reiders,” 29-31.
380
Among other projects undertaken since his move to Nuremberg in 1820, by 1826
Heideloff had renovated the altar of St. Jacob’s Church, the bridal portal of St.
Lawrence’s Church, and the Church of Our Lady (all in Nuremberg); Ludwig had
specifically cited his renovation of St. Jacob’s altar as an example worthy of imitation.
See Götz, “Carl Alexander Heideloff und der ‘Typus der Stadt Nürnberg,’” 540.
381
Rupprecht’s initial proposal for renovating Bamberg Cathedral as communicated in
his letter of Sept. 16, 1826, Archiv des Erzbistums Bamberg, Rep. 2 / Nr. 2310/7, cited in
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Rupprecht consulted with Albert Reindel, the director of Nuremberg’s art school, who
had renovated the Schöner Brunnen (1385-96), Heinrich Beheim’s German-style fountain
in the main market square in Nuremberg [fig. 4.1].382 Rupprecht made no stylistic
distinction between the seventeenth-century renovations and those that had just been
completed, commenting on the project as a whole:
The removal of the foreign objects and ornaments, which contradict the Old
German style of this church, is a difficult task because for 250 years all work
which was installed in it was no longer made in this style, but rather in the New
Roman (in dem neurömischen), and one here, as almost everywhere, believed that
in this way they were concealing the putative shapelessness of the Old German
church.383
Archbishop Fraunberg and the cathedral chapter preferred Reider’s plan, and apparently
at least some felt that in removing the New Roman elements Rupprecht, who was
Lutheran, was planning to remove what they saw as the Catholic identity of the
interior.384

Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” pp. 64, 80, and 87 and nn. 747
(as numbered in text) / 748 (as numbered in endnotes) and 980 (as numbered in text) /
981 (as numbered in endnotes).
382
In his initial proposal (Sept. 16, 1826, Archiv des Erzbistums Bamberg, Rep. 2 / Nr.
2310/7), Rupprecht not only discussed the excellence of Reindel’s restoration techniques,
but cited Heideloff as one who imitated them. Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” 61 and 64.
383
“Die Hinwegräumung der fremdartigen Gegenstände und Verzierungen, welche dem
altdeutschen Style dieser Kirche wiedersprechen, ist eine schwere Aufgabe, da seit 250
Jahren alle Arbeiten welche darinnen angebracht wurden, nicht mehr in diesem Style,
sondern in dem neurömischen gemacht wurden, und man hier, so wie fast überall durch
dieselben die vermeinliche Unförmlichkeit der altdeutschen Kirche zu verbergen
glaubte.“ Rupprecht, letter of Sept. 16, 1826, Archiv des Erzbistums Bamberg, Rep. 2 /
Nr. 2310/7, cited in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 80.
384
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 36-37; Schemmel, Friedrich
Karl Rupprecht 1779-1831, 13-14. Archbishop Fraunberg had previously served as
Bishop of Augsburg, per Renate Baumgärtel-Fleischmann et al., Die Altäre des
Bamberger Domes von 1012 bis zur Gegenwart (Bamberg: Bayerische Verlagsanstalt,
1987), 345, and so was presumably familiar with the early stained glass windows of
Augsburg’s nave (discussed at the beginning of this section). These do not appear to have
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Ludwig, on the other hand, concurred with Klenze’s preference for Rupprecht’s
plan.385 Ludwig’s understanding of the appropriate aesthetic expression of Catholicism in
his kingdom was not in harmony with that of the Catholic hierarchy and he would come
into conflict with it with increasing frequency during his renovation campaign at
Bamberg, as at Regensburg and elsewhere. Ludwig contrasted the medieval architectural
styles, which he considered appropriately German Catholic, with the New Roman style
associated with ultramontanism and specifically with the newly revived Society of Jesus.
Expanding on the aesthetic of Wiebeking and others, Ludwig sought to remove postmedieval elements from medieval buildings.
Believing that the Jesuits led people away from their properly German sensibility
and towards an essentially Latin Catholicism, Ludwig refused them entry into Bavaria;
this is one religious position in which he saw eye to eye with his wife.386 At the same
time that Ludwig was freeing Bavaria and its monuments from New Romanism,
Heideloff, whom Reider seems to have preferred to Rupprecht not only due to his
experience but also on account of his Catholicism, was facing increasing difficulties in
his career in predominantly Protestant Nuremberg. Ironically, in a population apparently
influenced his assessment of the appropriateness of installing stained glass windows at
Bamberg, as he appears to have advocated retaining the Baroque changes and additions
rather than attempting to revert to a more fully medieval-style interior, however that style
might have been defined.
385
Hubel, “Die beiden Restaurationen des Bamberger Domes,” 73-74, where Klenze’s
evaluation is cited in full, and Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” p.
39 and nn. 394-95 (as numbered in text) / 395-96 (as numbered in endnotes), where
Hans-Schuller cites Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Gehaimes Hausarchiv München NL
Ludwig I. 48/5/31 – Nr. 6, Gutachten of Oct. 29 1826, and addendum (with the same
date).
386
Hubert Bastgen, “Ludwigs I. von Bayern ‘Liberalismus’ und ‘Jesuitenfurcht’.
Nuntiaturberichte aus dem Jahre 1829,” Historisches Jahrbuch der Görresgesellschaft 49
(1929): esp. p. 649 n. 11 and p. 648; Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger
Doms, 232; Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern, 603.
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unaware of the aesthetic rift between their king and many members and officials in his
Catholic Church, Heideloff was accused of a Catholic over-emphasis on the Gothic
style.387
With Rupprecht’s proposal in mind, Ludwig I quickly commissioned windows for
Bamberg Cathedral from Gärtner, in his position as artistic director at Nymphenburg.388
Gärtner wrote Heinrich Heß (whom Klenze was advocating for the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle frescoes) to ask him to design the windows; Heß was in Rome at
this time but replied he would be pleased to prepare cartoons upon his return to Munich at
the end of the year, when he would be taking up a professorship at the art academy.389 At
the end of October 1826, Klenze wrote that the eastern choir (Georgenchor) would be the
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On Reider’s probable preference for Heideloff in part on confessional grounds see
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 56. On Heideloff’s difficulties in
Nuremberg as a Catholic and as an ally of Ludwig (and, from the 1840s, in
correspondence with August Reichensperger, leader in the Prussian Rhineland of the
Gothic Revival as the style of Catholic revival) see Götz, “Carl Alexander Heideloff und
der ‘Typus der Stadt Nürnberg,’” 544-45.
388
Ludwig commissioned the windows by July 21, 1826, even though the production of
colored glass sheets in sufficient quantity was not yet an option. See Elgin Vaassen, “Die
ersten Fenster für den Regensburger Dom aus der königlichen Glasmalereianstalt,
Gründung König Ludwigs I., aus dem Jahre 1828,” in Diversarum Artium Studia.
Beiträge zu Kunstwissenschaft, Kunsttechnologie und ihren Randgebieten. Festschrift für
Heinz Roosen-Runge zum 70. Geburtstag am 5. Oktober 1982, ed. Helmut Engelhart and
Gerda Kempter (Wiesbaden: Dr. Ludwig Reichert, 1982), 169-70, citing Bayer.
Hauptstaatsarchiv München, MG 68631, Abschrift. By the autumn of 1826 the
commission had been announced in Leipzig’s Illustrierte Zeitung, new series vol. 19, no.
474 (1852), 74 as cited in Leinz, “Ludwig I. von Bayern und die Gotik,” p. 408 and n. 61;
Rupprecht’s version of events is discussed below and in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom.
Seine “Restauration,” 88.
389
Vaassen, “Die ersten Fenster für den Regensburger Dom,” 170, citing Geheimes
Hausarchiv, Abt. III des Bayer. Hauptstaatsarchiv München, Nachlaß Ludwig I.,
48/5/31,6.
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best location for these windows. This is the latest date at which the commission for
stained glass at Bamberg can be documented as underway.390
Upon Heß’s arrival in Munich Ludwig had him travel not to Bamberg but to
Regensburg with Gärtner, to design stained glass for that city’s cathedral.391 Regensburg
had lost much of its medieval stained glass in favor of clear bull’s eye windows by the
early eighteenth century.392 The first stained glass windows would be installed at
Regensburg April 1828.393 Set into the western façade, these windows (unfortunately
destroyed during the Second World War) were intended to re-assert what was understood
to be Regensburg Cathedral’s polychrome interior illumination (though, it will be seen,
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Vaassen, “Die ersten Fenster für den Regensburger Dom,” 170, citing Geheimes
Hausarchiv, Abt. III des Bayer. Hauptstaatsarchiv München, Nachlaß Ludwig I., 89/2
(aus 89/2/I).
391
Loers, “Barockausstattung des Regensburger Doms,” p. 241, n. 78, asserts that
Ludwig had commissioned the Regensburg Cathedral stained glass windows in 1826,
citing Johann Nepomuk Sepp, Ludwig Augustus, König von Bayern und das Zeitalter der
Wiedergeburt der Künste (Regensburg, 1903), 489. That the commission was underway
no earlier than the end of 1826 and definitely by the first weeks of 1827 is evident from
Klenze’s advice on where to locate stained glass windows in Bamberg Cathedral (noted
above), and Gärtner’s letter to Wagner of January 15, 1827, in “Die Briefe Friedrich von
Gärtners,” ed. Georg Brenninger et al., in Friedrich von Gärtner. Ein Architektenleben,
ed. Winfried Nerdinger (Munich: Klinkhardt und Biermann, 1992), 300-303, esp. p. 302.
392
See Achim Hubel, Die Glasmalereien des Regensburger Domes (Munich: Schnell und
Steiner, 1981), 25.
393
Heß provided the cartoons, with the assistance of Schraudolf (his chief assistant at the
Allerheiligenhofkirche as well); Frank and an artist in Nuremberg named Schwarz made
the windows. Ludwig was not completely satisfied with either Frank’s or Schwarz’s work
and even before the windows’ installation intended eventually to replace them, which he
did in 1853. Loers, “Barockausstattung des Regensburger Doms,” 241 and 243-44. The
only surviving images of these windows are photos taken after they were moved to the
Frauenkirche in Nuremberg, where the panels had to be reorganized to fit into new
tracery. Vaassen, “Die ersten Fenster für den Regensburger Dom,” 176 [citing August
Essenwein, Der Bilderschmuck der Liebfrauenkirche zu Nürnberg (Nuremberg, 1881),
19], and figs. 72 and 73; see also Loers, “Barockausstattung des Regensburger Doms,”
240-41.
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neither the iconography nor the style of the surviving late medieval windows at
Regensburg was taken into consideration).394
Even though Bamberg had lost all of its stained glass, and despite Rupprecht’s
pleas, Ludwig simply dropped the commission for stained glass there and never
reinstated it. Perhaps this was simply an arbitrary decision, for no direct evidence
survives for why the stained glass commission was redirected from Bamberg to
Regensburg. Unlike Bamberg Cathedral, the cathedral in Regensburg was in a terrible
state of disrepair, but Ludwig’s commission in no way addressed the building’s pressing
structural issues, such as major leaks in the roof, nor even the acute fragility of its
surviving medieval windows (most notably, those in the choir).395 Nor does a personal
interest in Regensburg Cathedral appear to have motivated this shift. Ludwig had never
been to Regensburg, and his knowledge of the cathedral appears to have been limited.396
Stylistic considerations, however, do appear to have played a significant, and possibly
definitive, role. Sulpiz Boisserée, whose collection of German-Byzantine and German
paintings Ludwig was in the process of purchasing, has been credited with advising
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The windows installed in 1828 in Regensburg were given to the Frauenkirche in
Nuremberg in 1860, after being replaced by ones which Ludwig considered superior;
they were destroyed in World War II. See Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des
Regensburger Doms, p. 243, n. 223 and Vaassen, “Die ersten Fenster für den
Regensburger Dom,” 175-76.
395
Susette Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms, 207-08; Achim
Hubel, Glasmalereien des Regensburger Doms, 25-27.
396
Ludwig first visited Regensburg Cathedral on October 18, 1830, according to Raasch,
Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms, p. 208, n. 5, citing Kunstblatt no. 11
(1830), 361, and Loers, “Barockausstattung des Regensburger Doms,” pp. 245-46, n.
104. (Loers quotes here a letter describing Ludwig’s visit to the cathedral on that day, but
the quotation does not relate that this was Ludwig’s first stay in Regensburg.)
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Ludwig that stained glass windows were essential for German style buildings.397 At the
same time, those involved in the Bamberg commission - including Ludwig, Klenze,
Rupprecht and Reider – ceased to call Bamberg Cathedral’s style German and from this
point on called it Byzantine.398 Bamberg’s eastern choir, moreover, became a particular
focus of research into this style. Through a combination of exploration and simplification,
this research established order out of the confusion concerning medieval polychromy that
had developed when enthusiasm for it took hold during the Napoleonic era.

2. Early Nineteenth-Century Investigations of Medieval Polychromy
During the years 1793 to 1813, decades marked by constant political upheaval,
the Prince and Duke of Anhalt-Dessau, Leopold III Friedrich Franz (1740-1817),
installed what was not only the first but also the most comprehensive stained glass
collection in a Gothic Revival building in Continental Europe, the Gothic House (176973) of his English Garden at Wörlitz [fig. 4.2].399 A renewal of interest in stained glass on
the Continent, inspired by developments in England, was just beginning.400 The major,
and nearly only, scholarly treatment of the subject was still that written a generation ago
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For Boisserée’s as well as Wiebeking’s contributions to stylistic considerations of
Regensurg Cathedral see Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms,
226-28.
398
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 32, under
“Nebenbemerkung,” provides a brief historiography of the term „Byzantine“ as a longoutdated invention of Friedrich Schlegel’s in order to explain how Bamberg could have
been called Byzantine by Rupprecht and others.
399
This collection and the Gothic House, which survive intact, have recently been the
subject of extensive study and restoration. See Rüdiger Becksmann, “Die Glasgemälde
im Gotischen Haus zu Wörlitz: zum Stand ihrer Erforschung und Edition.” Zeitschrift des
Deutschen Vereins für Kunstwissenschaft 56/57 (2002/03):163.
400
For a list of significant early collectors of stained glass in German lands, with
bibliography, see Vaassen, Bilder auf Glas, 33.
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by Pierre Le Vieil (1708-72),401 who had come to the subject in the mid-eighteenth
century while engaged, ironically, in replacing windows of the ‘ancient style’ in NotreDame of Paris with clear glass.402 As Fiorillo noted, Le Vieil had concluded that the
windows of St. Denis were the oldest surviving examples of stained glass anywhere.403 It
was the flood of further examples removed from church properties and unleashed onto
the market during the course of secularization that led to the blossoming of interest in
stained glass while Prince Leopold’s project was underway, and in German lands stained
glass was soon being celebrated as a specifically Germanic art.
Stained glass on exhibit in Paris at the Musée de monuments français, and in
particular two works listed as in the “Salle des quatorzième et quinzième siècles” in 7th
edition of the handbook to the museum by its founder and head, Marie Alexandre Lenoir
(1761-1839),404 inspired Friedrich Schlegel to address the subject at some length in the
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Pierre Le Vieil, L'art de la peinture sur verre et de la vitrerie par feu, Académie
Royale des Sciences. Descriptions des Arts et Métiers 14 ([Paris]: de l’Imprimerie de L.F.
Delatour, 1774). 2nd ed. in Descriptions des arts et métiers faites ou approuvées par
Messieurs de l’Académie royale des sciences de Paris 13 (Neuchâtel, 1781), translated
into German by C. Harrepeter in 1779-80: see Vaassen, “Die ersten Fenster für den
Regensburger Dom, 166.
402
Virginia Chieffo Raguin, “Revivals, Revivalists, and Architectural Stained Glass,”
Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 49 (1990), 313 and Henry Kraus,
“Notre-Dame’s Vanished Medieval Glass, I. The Iconography,” Gazette des Beaux-Arts,
ser. 6, 68 (1966): 131-48; according to Kraus (p. 132), the destruction of stained glass at
Notre-Dame continued into the first decades of the nineteenth century.
403
Le Vieil, L'art de la peinture sur verre, 23. Fiorillo names Le Vieil without providing
the citation, in his Geschichte der zeichnenden Künste in Deutschland und den
vereinigten Niederlanden, vol. 1 (Hannover: Bei den Brüdern Hahn, 1815; facsimile
reprint, Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1995), 199.
404
Marie-Alexandre Lenoir, Description historique et chronologique des monumens de
sculpture réunis au Musée des monumens français, ... augmentée d’une dissertation sur
la barbe et les costumes de chaque siècle et d’un traité de la peinture sur verre..., 7th ed.
(Paris: Chez l’Auteur, Laurent Guyot, Levrault; Augsburg: Tezari, 1803), 298. Schlegel,
“Zweiter Nachtrag alter Gemälde,” 105, cites no. 16, a panel depicting St. Veronica at the
Passion, and no. 18, the Annunciation. Schlegel’s editor mistakenly identifies Schlegel’s
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spring of 1804, in the last essay that he wrote on art for Europa before leaving Paris for
Cologne.405 Stained glass was not only its own branch of painting; it challenged
contemporary taste in color just as composers were challenging contemporary taste in
music:
Just as shrill dissonances are often used with great significance in the music of
great masters to give expression to passion bordering confusion, so the almost
garish colors of stained glass must be superbly suited to impress the whole depth
of the greatest suffering and Christ’s Passion with full power in the eye and heart
of the viewer.406
Such windows were perfectly suited to the architecture of which they formed a part:
Where in the choir of Old Gothic churches the narrow windows rise to a height
that is nearly immeasurable to the eye, there is hardly possible for any painting to
have an effect; there the stained glass functions just like carpets woven of colorful
crystals, like a translucent mosaic of brightly shining gemstones blended together
in large groups most skillfully, where the sky breaks in through the world’s most
splendid colors like bright flames; they appear in this manner as a whole and in
abundance, if at the same time rarely and only in certain specific lighting can any
single one be entirely clearly distinguished.”407

reference as referring to Lenoir’s similarly titled Musée des Monuments Français; ou
description historique et chronologique des statues, … bas-reliefs et tombeaux des
hommes et de femmes célèbres, pour servir à l’histoire de France et à celle de l’art, 5
vols. (Paris, 1800-1806).
405
Schlegel, “Zweiter Nachtrag alter Gemälde,” 105-06. The composition of the essay is
dated to Spring, 1804.
406
“So wie die grellen Dissonanzen in der Musik von großen Meistern oft zum Ausdruck
der höchsten, fast an Verzweiflung grenzenden Leidenschaft mit größter Bedeutsamkeit
genutzt worden sind, so dürften die beinah schreienden Farben der Glasmalerei
vorzüglich geschickt sein, die ganze Tiefe der höchsten Leiden und Leidensgeschichten
mit voller Gewalt in Auge und Herz der Beschauer einzudrücken.”” Schlegel, “Zweiter
Nachtrag alter Gemälde,” 106.
407
“Wo im Chor altgotischer Kirchen die schmalen Fenster in eine dem Auge fast
unermeßliche Höhe steigen, da wirken die Glasmalereien nur wie Teppiche von bunten
Krystallen gewebt, wie eine durchsichtige Mosaik der hellschimmerndsten Edelsteine in
großen Partien aufs kühnste durch einander geworfen, wo der Himmel durch die höchste
Farbenpracht der Erde wie in lichten Flammen hereinbricht; sie wirken auf diese Weise
im Ganzen und in Masse, wenn gleich selten und nur bei gewissen bestimmten
Beleuchtungen jedes Einzelne ganz deutlich unterschieden werden kann.” Schlegel,
“Zweiter Nachtrag alter Gemälde,” 106.
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While Lenoir’s publication was one of the fruits of his extensive efforts to save artworks
threatened by the Revolution, Schlegel seemed to have some doubt as to the place of
stained glass among the monuments of French art. He wrote that had seen better
examples at St. Michael and Gudula in Brussels and in many places in Cologne than in
Paris.408
From today’s vantage point it is surprising that Schlegel should name the former
Collegiate Church of St. Michael and Gudula (today Brussels’ Cathedral of St. Michael)
in this context. This building’s principal windows date to the sixteenth century, and
depict monumental scenes set into landscapes and architectural settings that extend across
the rows of glazed surfaces as if the narrow lancets merely separated the viewer from a
sacred world on the other side of a stone screen.409 The architectural settings are inspired
by the buildings of sixteenth-century Italy and contrast rather than harmonize with the
stone tracery into which they are set [fig. 4.3 a]. One of the most striking windows,
however, a Last Judgment, was inspired not by contemporary Italian architecture but
specifically by Michelangelo’s fresco at the Sistine Chapel [fig. 4.3 b-c and 5.5 h-1].
Schlegel seems to have been unaware that in admiring these windows above the French
examples he was preferring stained glass from a time when the Gothic style was waning
and Michelangelo’s influence was already widespread – that is, the time which he had
earlier specified as marking the decline of art – and not stained glass from the “Old
Gothic” tradition to which he apparently assumed all stained glass must belong.410 His
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Ibid.
Vaassen, Bilder auf Glas, 21.
410
In that the later nineteenth-century historiography of stained glass, the glazing of St.
Michael and Gudula in Brussels, along with that of St. Janskerk in Gouda, would come to
mark the climaxes and endpoints of the tradition. See Vaassen, Bilder auf Glas, 21.
409
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understanding of German and Italian art from the thirteenth through fifteenth centuries as
parallel highpoints of the medieval era (as discussed in Chapter One) helps to explain
how he might have interpreted such windows as in some sense Gothic. Nevertheless, it
seems Schlegel had not given the relationship of stained glass to his periodization of
medieval styles much thought.
Whether Schlegel knew in 1804 of Prince Franz’s collection at Wörlitz or Le
Vieil’s work (as a renovator or a scholar) is not clear from his essay.411 By 1815,
however, that stained glass was a Gothic, or German art form appears to have been
established among both collectors and scholars in German lands, though it was still no
more strongly associated with one Gothic period than the other. When Heinrich Friedrich
Karl, Reichsfreiherr vom und zum Stein (1757-1831), one of the great liberal reformers
of the era and a hero of the Wars of Liberation, was traveling the Rhine with Goethe, he
purchased five stained glass panels remarkable both for their early date (ca. 1140-60) and
for their inclusion of a self-portrait of the artist, Gerlachus, who had made and donated
them [fig. 4.4 a-b].412 Stein purchased the panels for an Old German (generically Gothic)
style tower that Christian Zais was building for him as a victory monument at his family
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Schlegel did not mention the stained glass of St. Denis, and wrote that “die Kirche
Notre Dame, das einzige Gebäude daselbst, was als ein wahrhaftes Kunstwerk der
Architektur betrachtet werden kann, aber ungünstig und niedrig gelegen, nicht fertig
gebaut, und inwendig durch Modernisierung der Säulen usw. schrecklich verschimpft
worden ist, enthält keine bedeutende Verzierungen der Art.” Schlegel, “Zweiter Nachtrag
alter Gemälde,” 106. It would appear from this account that Schlegel was not responding
directly to Le Vieil and was also unaware of the stained glass that had been removed
from Notre Dame only a generation or so ago.
412
The panels have since been loaned to the Westfälisches Landesmuseum für Kunst und
Kulturgeschichte, Münster. See Rüdiger Becksmann, “Glasmalerei,” cat. no. 400 in Die
Zeit der Staufer, v. 1 (Stuttgart: Württembergisches Landesmuseum, 1977), 278-79, and
Becksmann, Deutsche Glasmalerei des Mittelalters. Eine exemplarische Auswahl
(Stuttgart: Institut für Auslandsbeziehungen, 1988), pp. 94-95 and plate 2.
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seat in Nassau. In so doing, he followed the example set by Prince Franz. But from the
outset, Stein’s project to build a victory monument had a more focused patriotic purpose
than that of the Gothic House at Wörlitz, leading to entirely different design challenges.
A likely unwitting difference was the nature of the stained glass Stein had
purchased: while both he and the Prince Franz considered stained glass to be a German
art identified with the Old German style, the Prince’s collection consisted of late and
post-medieval pieces, while Stein had collected much earlier works. Moreover, an
English Gothic Revival building had served as the inspiration and initial model for
Wörlitz (Horace Walpole’s Strawberry Hill Mansion in Twickenham, 1752-1770s),
which helps to explain the Gothic House’s particularly dilute and idiosyncratic
Gothicizing motifs. For his model Stein chose what he took to be a representative
example of authentically Old German architecture: the Glockenturm (bell tower) of
Heidelberg Castle, which, as the castle’s most prominent feature, had come to symbolize
the complex as a whole [fig. 4.5; fig. 4.6].413 Stein and Zais looked to the upper three
octagonal stories of this tower, with their stringcourses and tracery windows in what is
today considered a Late Gothic style, which had been built onto the base of an earlier
defensive tower during the first half of the sixteenth century.414
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On the (bell) tower at Heidelberg as the model for Stein’s tower in Nassau, see Frank
Schwieger, Johann Claudius von Lassaulx, 1781-1848. Architekt und Denkmalpfleger in
Koblenz (Neuss: Gesellschaft für Buchdruckerei, 1968), 67. Zais’s “gothischer Turm
zum Andenken an die Befreiungskriege” became the highpoint of a visit to Nassau,
where Stein’s family seat had become “eine Stelle voll ernster Erinnerungen.” Baedeker,
Handbuch für Reisende in Deutschland (3rd ed.), 392.
414
Georg Dehio, Handbuch der Deutschen Kunstdenkmäler, [v. 1]: Baden-Württemberg,
revised by Friedrich Piel (Munich: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1964), 194; Bernd Müller,
Architekturführer Heidelberg. Bauten um 1000-2000, Sonderveröffentlichungen des
Stadtarchivs Heidelberg, no. 10 (Mannheim: Edition Quadrat, 1998), 30-31.
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The Glockenturm had stood in ruins since lightning struck it in 1764. Because
much of the castle’s fortification had long since been destroyed by Louis XIV when he
attempted to claim the region for France, the largely abandoned castle had already come
to symbolize not merely the generic passage of time, but specifically the history of
German suffering at French hands. Writers, artists and travelers, Goethe not least among
them, had long celebrated the sight of the decaying castle and the view over Heidelberg
down to the Neckar River and across the Rhine valley from the verandah beside the
Glockenturm.415 The choice of this ruin as a model helped to make Stein’s tower a
powerful symbol of regeneration in the wake of French aggression.
Christian Zais (1770-1820), Building Inspector for the Duchy of Hesse-Nassau
since 1805, devoted his career to building up the duchy’s new capital, Wiesbaden, with
neoclassical buildings on a neoclassical town plan. That Stein chose Zais to build his Old
German tower (the general outlines of which Stein appears to have drawn up on his own)
speaks to the novel symbolism of medieval architecture at this euphoric moment, when it
could be assumed that no special knowledge was necessary to produce a work that was
sufficiently Gothic to be easily read as symbolic of Germany (and its virtuous medieval
particularism) freed from France (and its false Enlightenment universals). Zais,
nevertheless, did not find the commission to be simple. He received it by October 1814, a
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On the development of the castle’s significance as a ruin and as a patriotic and art
historical monument see, e.g., Fritz Sauer, Das Heidelberger Schloß im Spiegel der
Literatur. Eine Studie über die entwicklungsgeschichtlichen Phasen seiner
Betrachtungsweise (Heidelberg: Carl Winger’s Universitätsbuchhandlung, 1910; reprint:
Nendeln, Liechtenstein: Kraus Reprint, 1977).
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few months after the fall of Napoleon that the tower was intended to celebrate.416 The
following summer, with Stein, Goethe and Boisserée all in Wiesbaden, he still found
himself challenged enough by the project that he cornered Boisserée to discuss the plans
in detail. Boisserée was impressed by the demands Stein was making, if not by the artistic
vision:
I must say, may God preserve anyone from becoming a private architect –
because the best must become botchers for all the demands that the people make.
But what should I think of a gentleman who massively constructs an Old German
octagonal tower, allowing it to be jammed in between two modern buildings, at
the same time connecting and culminating the living and working quarters… 417
What precisely troubled Zais is not clear. Whether or not he was at home with the
function of the building in relation to the adjoining structures, he certainly was new to its
style. Among the exterior features that today stand out as distinct from the medieval
416

As noted by Sulpiz Boisserée on Oct. 18th1814: “Baumeister Zais von Wiesbaden.
baut einen gotischen Turm für Minister Stein zu Nassau.” Boisserée, Tagebücher, 18081854, v. 1, 166.
417
“Das muß ich sagen, Gott behüte einen daß man kein Haus-Baumeister wird – da muß
der Beste zum Pfuscher werden vor allen den Forderungen die die Menschen machen.
Aber was soll ich von einem Herrn denken, der einen achteckigen altdeutschen Turm
massig aufbauen, zwischen zwei moderne Gebäude einklemmen läßt als Verbindung und
wieder Abschluß des Wohnhauses und der Wirtschafts-Gebäude…” Boisserée,
Tagebücher, 1808-1854, v. 1, 166 (18 October, 1814) and 237 (August 6, 1815). The
design has long been attributed to Johann Claudius von Lassaulx, who began his
architectural career by helping to renovate the estate for Stein, and attributed to 1814,
though construction on the tower did not begin until 1815, when Lassaulx was back in
Koblenz: see Schwieger, Johann Claudius von Lassaulx, 1781-1848, 67. There does not
appear to be any evidence for this attribution. Christian Zais was the architect in charge at
the estate from the summer of 1814 through the completion of the project, and so seems
the more likely candidate, though the most recent monograph on Lassaulx still argues for
Lassaulx as having strongly influenced Zais’s design or even having designed it in
conjunction with Stein without Zais’s input: see Udo Liessem, Studien zum Werk von
Johann Claudius von Lassaulx, 1781-1848 (Koblenz: Görres-Verlag, 1989), 202-04. The
evidence provided by Boisserée’s diary entries concerning his conversations with Zais
were not noted by Schwieger or Liessem. As Boisserée depicts Zais as still struggling to
satisfy Stein with the tower’s design after Lassaulx’s departure and never mentions
Lassaulx in conjunction with the project, it seems reasonably certain that Stein provided
the basic idea and Zais, not Lassaulx, was responsible for its fulfillment.
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model in Heidelberg is the quatrefoil roof balustrade: before it caught fire, the tower had
had a domed roof surmounted by a cupola serving as a belfry (which had given the tower
its name). Perhaps Stein desired to incorporate an accessible roof from which one could
view the surrounding region, as one could from the verandah by the Glockenturm. The
roof balustrade also suggests that, although reconstructing a medieval ruin close to home,
Stein and Zais adopted some of the Georgian character of the contemporary Gothic
revival architecture of England. This would not be terribly surprising as Stein was, like
the Prince of Anhalt-Dessau, a great Anglophile.418
Another evident stylistic concern, which was perhaps not perceived as such at the
time, was how to integrate Gerlachus’s stained glass panels into this building, The
incompatibility between the stained glass and the architecture in this regard was
representative of early attempts to integrate authentically medieval polychromy into
medieval revival architecture. Unlike the eccentric and varied window openings at
Wörlitz, which accommodated a wide range of smaller stained glass pieces, the window
openings at Nassau were all lancets filled with geometric tracery not unlike that which
could be inferred from the bell tower ruins. In fact, the arches of these windows were
even more sharply pointed that those in Heidelberg—perhaps because the pointed arch
was a defining feature of the Old German style that, with rigor unmatched at Wörlitz,
Stein wished to reproduce. Neither the internal design of the stained glass panels that
Stein had purchased for the tower, nor their overall shape—which indicated that they had
418

While roof balustrades in eighteenth-century English Gothic revival architecture were
relatively common, quatrefoil friezes in particular typically capped the designs of Batty
Langley (1696-1751), a British landscape gardener and designer of the mid-eighteenth
century who established orders for Gothic architecture equivalent to the classical orders,
and published numerous Gothic revival pattern books disseminating his ideas. See Megan
Aldrich, Gothic Revival (London: Phaidon, 1994), 40 and 44.
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been created for round-arched openings with no tracery—seem to have suggested
anything in particular regarding their compatibility with this Old German style to Zais, or
to Stein, Goethe, or the Boisserées, though all of them were aware of Zais’s project and
were at the forefront of those investigating the medieval monuments of the Rhine at the
time.419
In Bavaria, where the monuments of the kingdom’s many new possessions were
also being investigated and assessed, the style and character of the stained glass windows
of Augsburg Cathedral’s nave (ca. 1100), which were similarly round-arched and without
tracery went similarly unremarked for another couple of generations before being
recognized as the earliest surviving intact and in situ stained glass windows anywhere
[fig. 4.7].420 In the same year that Stein made his purchases in the Rhineland, however,
Fiorillo published evidence which he believed demonstrated that the art of stained glass
had originated not only in Germany, but by the late tenth century and in the former
Bavarian abbey of Tegernsee.421 Previously, according to Fiorillo, no one had managed to
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Sulpiz Boisserée’s brother Melchior was among those who had already developed a
particular interest in stained glass, focusing on the stability of glass colors, according to
Sulpiz’s reports on the subject to Goethe in letters written in 1816-17: see Leinz,
“Ludwig I. von Bayern und die Gotik,” 408.
420
On the Augsburg windows see Becksmann, Deutsche Glasmalerei des Mittelalters,
92-93 and plate 1. The earliest scholarly discussion of these windows, as cited by
Becksmann, is Thomas Herberger, Die ältesten Glasgemälde im Dome zu Augsburg
(Augsburg, 1860; reprint, 1979). Becksmann argues (p. 93) that at approximately the
same date that these windows were created for Augsburg, the clerestory windows of
Speyer Cathedral “mit farblich und formal verwandten monumentalen Standfiguren
verglast worden sein.” Important and likewise long unremarked, late Romanesque (122030) stained glass was also present at Regensburg Cathedral: see Achim Hubel, “Das
spätromanische Wurzel-Jesse-Fenster des Domes,” in Die Glasmalereien des
Regensburger Domes (Munich: Schnell und Steiner, 1981), 15-15 and plates 2-6.
421
“Die einzige merkwürdige Stelle, welche das hohe Alter dieser Kunst in Deutschland,
und zwar in Baiern beweiset, befindet sich in einem Briefe des Abtes von Tegernsee,
Gozperts, (983-1001) an einen Grafen Arnold. …[A footnote here refers the reader to a
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document the existence of stained glass in Germany prior to the thirteenth century, or
anywhere earlier than those at St. Denis that Le Vieil had attributed to the twelfth
century.422
This development excited Stieglitz who, upon recounting Fiorillo’s discovery in
1820, added his own opinion that the inspiration for this development had come from
Byzantine mosaics.423 Le Vieil had asserted that stained glass substituted for the art of
painting that had declined along with ancient Greece, and had originated in France,
inspired by the Greek mosaic tradition as imitated by the Romans and practiced in
medieval Italy. Le Vieil did not emphasize a Byzantine role in the history of stained
glass, nor did he consider Germany to have contributed to the art of stained glass; in
addition to France, he credited England and the Low Countries.424 In his historiography

quotation from this letter.] Aus der Beschreibung des Abtes ersieht man, daß die
gemahlten Glasfenster eine der neuesten Erfindungen waren, dergleichen man weder von
den Alten gehört, noch von der Gegenwart hoffen konnte.” Fiorillo, Geschichte der
zeichnenden Künste in Deutschland 1, 198; see also 177-78, 184 and 197. Abbot Gozpert
(or Gozbert), previously a monk at St. Emmeram, founded a school at Tegernsee Abbey
and oversaw advances in book arts that served as a model for other Bavarian monasteries.
Josef Hemmerle, Die Benediktinerklöster in Bayern, Germania Benedictina 2: Bayern
(Augsburg: Kommissionsverlag Winfried-Werk 1970), 297.
422
“Ungeachtet mehrere gelehrte Männer dem Ursprung und dem Fortgang der
Glasmahlerei nachgespürt haben, so ist es ihnen dennoch nicht geglückt, vor dem
dreizehnten Jahrhundert in Deutschland eine Spur davon zu finden….”; “...Und le Vieil...
entdeckte ebenfalls keine ältere Denkmähler unserer Kunst, als die Fensterscheiben zu St.
Denis, welche aus dem zwölften Jahrhundert seyn sollen, aber es schwerlich sind. So
wenig le Vieil in Frankreich, so wenig entdeckte er in Italien und England....” Fiorillo,
Geschichte der zeichnenden Künste in Deutschland, 1:198 and 199.
423
Stieglitz, Von altdeutscher Baukunst, 116-17. In making this assertion, Stieglitz may
have been encouraged by Fiorillo’s account of Tegernsee as having had the earliest
documentary evidence of mosaics in Bavaria (a mosaic floor installed by Abbot
Eberhard, d. 1091). Fiorillo, Geschichte der zeichnenden Künste in Deutschland, 1:20809. Schlegel had also compared stained glass to mosaics in “Zweiter Nachtrag alter
Gemälde,” 106.
424
Le Vieil, L’Art de la peinture sur verre, iv, 9, and 17.
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Stieglitz both stressed the Byzantine over the Roman component of Le Vieil’s account
and embraced Fiorillo’s German rather than French patriotic twist.
Until it was secularized in 1803, Tegernsee had been the most important
Benedictine foundation of the Duchy of Bavaria; since much of it was converted into a
Wittelsbach summer palace in 1817,425 the abbey was intimately familiar and of personal
interest to Ludwig. Once he acceded to the throne Ludwig became a prominent patron of
the Benedictine order, which he regarded as truly German.426 In the meantime, quickly
following Tegernsee’s purchase, and perhaps inspired by the new-found association with
the history of stained glass accorded not only to the abbey, but also to Benedictinism,
Bavaria, and Germany, Ludwig embarked on his campaign to revive this art in Bavaria.

3. Ludwig’s Early Fascination with Classical Polychromy
Crown Prince Ludwig was already at the forefront of art patrons who not only
knew of, but also embraced, the use of color in classical and classicizing art and
architecture. His acquaintance with evidence of ancient polychromy had originated with
his purchase of sculptures from the pediments of the Temple of Aphaia at Aigina (ca. late
sixth and fifth centuries BC) in 1811.427 As noted by excavators Carl Haller von
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For the abbey’s history see Hemmerle, Benediktinerklöster in Bayern, 297-304, and
the Haus der Bayerischen Geschichte website:
<http://www.datenmatrix.de/projekte/hdbg/ kloster/html-data/geschichte_ks0405.php >.
Neither account mentions, however, the connection drawn by Fiorillo (and espoused by
Stieglitz, if not by Ludwig and others as well) between Tegernsee Abbey and the history
of stained glass.
426
Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern, 526.
427
See Harry Francis Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper: Architect of the Nineteenth Century
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 31-34, and Adrian von Buttlar, “Klenzes
Beitrag zur Polychromie-Frage,” in Ein griechischer Traum. Leo von Klenze der
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Hallerstein (1774-1817) and Charles Robert Cockerell (1788-1863), these sculptures, the
raison d’être of the Glyptothek, were rich in traces of ancient polychromy. Cockerell,
who had hoped to see the sculptures go to the British Museum, published a discussion of
their polychromy in 1819.428 In the meantime, Johann Martin von Wagner (1777-1858), a
classicizing painter and sculptor and Ludwig’s art agent in Rome,429 and the philosopher
Friedrich von Schelling (1775-1854), since 1807 General Secretary of the Munich
Academy of Visual Arts, published their own report on Munich’s new sculptures in 1817.
In it Wagner drew bold conclusions concerning the ancient use of color.430 Building on
Wagner’s arguments, Schelling assessed the
… necessary decline of art through the isolation and ultimately complete
separation of the arts that promote one another—architecture, painting and
sculpture—that, given the degree to which [the separation] is now taking place,

Archäologe, Staatliche Antikensammlungen und Glyptothek (Munich: Staatliche
Antikensammlung und Glyptothek, 1985), 213-14.
428
C.R. Cockerell described “the painted pedimental sculptures [that he had] unearthed
on the island of Aegina in 1811… [with] Carl Haller von Hallerstein as confirmation of
Pliny and Pausanias, in which ‘we have a very remarkable, and very ancient example of
the practice which prevailed among the Greeks, of painting their sculpture; for the style
and execution of the colours found on the statues and ornaments of the temple, prove that
they cannot be of any other date than the original construction.’” C.R. Cockerell, “On the
Aegina Marbles,” in Journal of Science and the Arts 6:12 (London, 1819), 340, as cited
and discussed by Harry Francis Mallgrave, introduction to Gottfried Semper, The Four
Elements of Architecture and Other Writings, trans. Harry Francis Mallgrave and
Wolfgang Hermann (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 6-7 and nn. 24 and
28. Mallgrave notes that Cockerell was expanding here on the general theory of Greek
polychromy which Quatremère de Quincy had published in Le Jupiter olympien, ou l’art
de la sculpture antique considéré sous un nouveau point de vue (Paris, 1815), which was
in turn based on lectures he had given a decade earlier. See also Mallgrave, Gottfried
Semper: Architect of the Nineteenth Century, 29-38.
429
See Raimund Wünsche, “Johann Martin von Wagner,” cat. no. 3 in Das neue Hellas:
Griechen und Bayern zur Zeit Ludwigs I., ed. Reinhold Baumstark (Munich: Hirmer,
2000), 211-12, with references.
430
Buttlar, “Klenzes Beitrag zur Polychromie-Frage,” 213.
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would have to finally ensue as soon as painting and sculpture, instead of serving
the public, should become mere objects of the appreciation of private persons.”431
In this call to reunify the arts, Schelling expanded the question of where and how color
was used in Classical Greece to ask where and how the arts reflected the cohesiveness or
decay of modern society. Klenze praised Cockerell, among others, when drawing his own
more timid conclusions concerning the ancient use of color in an address given in 1821
(subsequently published), and in 1822 he noted that Ludwig had begun pushing him
towards new building projects that would illustrate and explore the growing
understanding of classical polychromy.432 Ludwig, however, had already looked beyond
Cockerell to embrace Schelling’s concerns about artistic and social cohesion, and beyond
classical polychromy to pursue the question of polychromy in medieval art and
architecture – and just how he was going to revive that, as well.
In 1818, when Ludwig contracted with Peter Cornelius to create monumental
frescoes for the Glyptothek in Munich, Ludwig’s explorations of classical polychromy
431

“…nothwendigen Verfall der Kunst durch Isolierung und endlich völlige Trennung
der sich gegenseitig fordernden Künste, der Architectur, Malerei und Sculptur, die bis zu
dem Grad, in welchem sie jetzt stattfindet, vollends erfolgen mußte, sobald Malerei und
Bildhauerkunst, anstatt dem Oeffentlichen zu dienen, bloße Gegenstände der Liebhaberei
von Privatpersonen wurden.” Friedrich Schelling, in J. M. von Wagner, Bericht über die
Aeginetischen Bildwerke im Besitz seiner Kgl. Hoheit des Kronprinzen von Bayern. Mit
kunstgeschichtlichen Anmerkungen von F.W.J. Schelling (Stuttgart and Tübingen, 1817),
as cited and discussed in Buttlar, “Klenzes Beitrag zur Polychromie-Frage,” 213.
432
Leo von Klenze, “Versuch einer Wiederherstellung des toskanischen Tempels nach
seinen historischen und technischen Analogien (vorgelesen in der philosophischphilologischen Classe den 3. März 1821),” in Denkschriften der Kgl. Akademie der
Wissenschaften zu München für die Jahre 1821 und 1822, v. 8 (Munich, 1824), 1-86, and
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich, Klenzeana I, 1 = Memorabilien I, 124r. In the
Memorabilien Klenze wrote: “2. Sept. [1822] äußerte er (Ludwig) nach vielfachen
Gesprächen mit mir über die Farbanwendung in der Architektur und Wünsche, dazu
Gelegenheit zu finden, den Gedanken, dereinst einen polychromen Tempel im englischen
Garten oder auf dem Gasteigberge erbauen zu lassen, welchen ich begierig ergriff und
nähern werde.” Both citations from Buttlar, “Klenzes Beitrag zur Polychromie-Frage,”
213-14.
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were more advanced than those of medieval polychromy, and neither patron nor artist
appears to have given much thought to wall paintings that predated Raphael.433 Nor does
either appear to have considered stained glass equal to fresco painting as an aspect of
public architecture that ministered to the populace, even though Ludwig established the
Royal Glass Institute (Königliche Glasmalereianstalt) in Munich in the same year that he
commissioned the Glyptothek frescoes. The Nuremberg porcelain painter Michael
Sigmund Frank, whose efforts to revive the art of stained glass Ludwig had long
supported, agreed in 1818 to continue his experiments at the Royal Porcelain
Manufactory (Königliche Porzellanmanufaktur), based at Nymphenburg, a summer
palace just outside Munich.434 (Frank was not stationed at Nymphenburg itself but in
Munich, at the porcelain-painting workshop.435) Munich’s Royal Glass Institute
compared well with similar efforts in Cologne, Berlin, Dresden and Vienna: as the
Nymphenburg foreman Carl Schmitz proudly reported in 1819, Munich’s progress in

433

Cornelius contracted to paint the interior of the Glyptothek in April, 1818, while living
in Rome. He arrived in Munich in late October, 1819; the painting began on June 9th,
1820. See Büttner, Peter Cornelius. Fresken, 1:xiii.
434
Frank had been firing enamel paints onto sheets of glass in an effort to approximate
medieval style stained glass since at least 1808, when he sent an example to Ludwig, who
in return gave him money and space in Nuremberg Castle to continue his experiments.
See Vaassen, “Die ersten Fenster für den Regensburger Dom,” 166. In 1818 Ludwig
hired Frank, who had just quit working for Ludwig Kraft Ernst, Prince of ÖttingenWallerstein. Wallerstein had been building up his art collection at his castle (as an Upper
German pendant to the Low German collection formed by the Boisserées and Bertram)
and, in 1814, had engaged Frank to establish a glassworks at the castle to continue to
perfect his stained glass techniques based on examples in the collection. See Vaassen,
Bilder auf Glas, 159-62 and Karl-Heinz Zuber, Der “Fürst Proletarier” Ludwig von
Oettingen-Wallerstein (1791-1870). Adeliges Leben und konservative Reformpolitik im
konstitutionellen Bayern (Munich: C.H. Beck, 1978), 37-39, who cites the source-rich
treatment (“die materialreiche Abhandlung”) by Georg Grupp, “Fürst Ludwig von
Oettingen-Wallerstein als Museumsgründer,” Jahrbuch des Historischen Vereins für
Nördlingen und Umgebung, v. 6 (1917): 73-110.
435
Vaassen, “Die ersten Fenster für den Regensburger Dom,” 168 n. 8
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creating stained glass windows was already more advanced than these others.436 Even
though it was hardly the first such workshop, moreover, within fifteen years Munich had
surpassed all other stained glass production, both in the manufacture of colored glass and
in the quality of its painting.437

436

Friedrich Schlegel described a Spring 1818 visit to a large private stained glass
collection in Cologne, organized according to the chronological development of the art
from its origins until its decline in the revised version of his “Dritter Nachtrag alter
Gemälde,” first published in his collected works in 1823; see Schlegel, Ansichten und
Ideen, 138 n. I. This has been identified as the Hirn collection, which was probably the
most important collection of stained glass of Cologne, a city that had rapidly developed
as a center of interest in the subject: see Herbert Rode, “Ramboux’ Plan einer
Glasgemäldegalerie – ein Beitrag zur Frühgeschichte des Städtischen Museums Köln,”
Wallraf-Richartz-Jahrbuch 29 (1967): 335. It is not clear whether Ludwig knew of the
Hirn collection at this time, or of the increasing engagement in investigating the history
of the subject that it demonstrated, but at least at the level of production his interest in
medieval revival-style stained glass appears to have been competitive. In 1826 the
pharmacist J. Schmithals of Xanten published the first German-language work of the
nineteenth century on the production of medieval-style stained glass, Glasmalerei der
Alten, in Lemgo in 1826, in which he focused on formulas for enamel paints: enamel
paints were still the primary means of trying to replicate stained glass windows as colored
sheet glass was still of limited quality and quantity. Frank focused entirely on enamel
paint until 1824-28, when he experimented, apparently with success, in producing
colored glass at the glassworks in the secularized monastery of Benedictbeuern. See
Vaassen, “Die ersten Fenster für den Regensburger Dom,” 167-69. By 1830, Frank’s
work at the Munich stained glass workshop had been superseded and Frank had returned
to Nuremberg. See Leinz, “Ludwig I. von Bayern und die Gotik,” 407 and 410; on
Öttingen-Wallerstein and his art collection (which would be purchased by Ludwig I in
1828) see Renger, “Ihm welcher der Andacht Tempel baut,” 63-65. Paris was also a
notable site of early efforts in reviving stained glass manufacture, but there does not
appear to have been much contact between Bavarian and Parisian efforts before the
article “Glasmalerei in München und Paris, Brief des Herrn v. Schelling, Präsidenten der
Kgl. Akademie der Wissenschaften in München an Herrn Saint Marc Girardin….”
appeared in the Morgenblatt für Gebildete Stände, Beilage: Schorn’s Kunstblatt (1839),
cited in Veit Loers, “Die Barockausstattung des Regensburger Doms und seine
Restauration unter König Ludwig I. von Bayern (1827-29),” in Schwaiger, Der
Regensburger Dom: Beiträge zu seiner Geschichte, n. 77.
437
Vaassen, Bilder auf Glas, 178.
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4. Crown Prince Ludwig’s early explorations of medieval polychromy
in tandem with late classicizing renovations at Bamberg cathedral
Ludwig’s patronage of stained glass and fresco painting in tandem, if not
explicitly as historically related, from 1818, set the stage for the course of renovations at
Bamberg and Regensburg that began in the following decade. The connection between
Nazarene fresco painting and what was understood as the Byzantine style would be made
by 1827, almost a decade later. At the same time, and in contradistinction to the evolving
definition of Byzantine, stained glass would come to be more or less exclusively
associated with what was understood as the German style.438 These developments
provided the basis for broader claims such as those made by Gottfried Semper in the
1830s, that classical Greek polychromy was the progenitor of medieval polychromy:
these claims, as will be seen in the next chapter, provided conceptual bridges across
cultural and not simply stylistic divides and the rationale for buildings designed to
embody these cultural bridges.
438

In 1824 the Hirn collection in Cologne went up for auction: the auction catalogue by
Matthias Joseph de Noël, Verzeichnis einer großen Sammlung gebrannter Gläser der
Glasmalerei, was heralded by Goethe among others as an exemplary contribution to the
history of stained glass: see Elga Böhm, “Matthias Joseph de Noël (1782-1849). Erster
Konservator des Kölner Museums ‘Wallrafianum,’” Wallraf-Richartz-Jahrbuch 41
(1980): 173. In 1827 when the next major collection went up for auction, that of Christian
Geerling, a lavish catalogue was produced, Sammlung von Ansichten alter enkaustischer
Glasgemälde nebst erläuterndem Text, which along with De Noël’s catalog may be
numbered among the first scholarly contributions to the subject since Le Vieil’s; the
subscription list for Geerling’s catalogue included Ludwig I as well as Friedrich
Wilhelm, Crown Prince of Prussia. See Birgitte Wolff-Wintrich, “Kölner
Glasmalereisammlungen des 19. Jahrhunderts,” in Lust and Verlust. Kölner Sammler
zwischen Trikolore und Preußenadler, ed. Hiltrud Kier and Frank Künter Zehnder
(Cologne: Wienand, 1995), 342-44 and Raguin, “Revivals, Revivalists, and Archtectural
Stained Glass,” 323. Analysis of any impact of these collections and catalogues might
have had on the Bavarian revival of stained glass under Ludwig (or the impact of
Ludwig’s efforts on the developing scholarship these collections and catalogues
represent) is lacking.
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Ludwig’s interest in polychromy would come to play a great, even defining role
in his efforts to renovate Byzantine and German-style buildings and to build new ones in
these styles. The mixed results of his commissions have led to underestimation of his role
in the exploration of medieval polychromy, and nowhere more so than at Bamberg’s
Cathedral of St. Peter and St. George [figs. 4.8 a-d].439 This basilica, with its transept at
the west and apses flanked by towers at both ends, displays strong links to the
Romanesque architecture of the Rhineland, and especially to the basilica (formerly a
cathedral) at Worms [fig. 4.9 a-b], and is today considered an outstanding Late
Romanesque monument. In the course of restoring it in the 1820s and 1830s, what were
then considered Byzantine and German polychromy were distinguished from one another
in a manner that found long-term resonance in scholarship as well as in historical and
historicizing architecture. As noted above, the nearly parallel restorations at
Regensburg’s Cathedral of St. Peter (ca. 1273 – ca. 1520, with later additions) [figs. 4.10
a-b] were key to this development. Regensburg, a basilica whose western façade is
flanked by towers that remained incomplete until later in the nineteenth century, has a
south transept at the eastern end, but no corresponding north transept as a tower from a
previous building still stands in this location. It is the only High Gothic cathedral in
Bavaria.440

439

The original Bamberg Cathedral was constructed in 1007-12. This building was
largely destroyed by fire in 1081, and was rebuilt during the tenure of Bishop Otto I
(1102-39). After this building was in turn destroyed by fire in 1185, Bishop Ekbert von
Andechs-Meran had the present, new and larger building erected: this was begun ca.
1215-20 and dedicated in 1237. See Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine Restauration,
p. 76 and nn. 867-68 (as numbered in text) / 868-69 (as numbered in endnotes).
440
The first cathedral on the present site in Regensburg was constructed ca. 700;
subsequently it was enlarged and rebuilt more than once. The present building dates
largely from 1273 to ca. 1520, when construction on the ambitious project ceased. The
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Even though Bamberg Cathedral was among the few medieval monuments that
had survived the Napoleonic wars without falling into disrepair, Ludwig looked to it first
as the most appropriate location for the stained-glass windows Frank would create. In
1820 Ludwig sent Klenze, along with the Nymphenburg foreman Carl Schmitz, to
Munich’s Frauenkirche (Kirche zu Unserer Lieben Frau, 1468-94) [fig. 4.11 a-b], to
compare the surviving late Gothic stained glass windows in its choir with the
Nymphenburg experiments.441 The major window Klenze and Schmidt would have seen
there, a five-lancet tracery window of ca. 1488-93, known after the donors as the
Scharfzandt, is the largest work associated with the Strasbourg stained-glass artist Peter
Hemmel (ca. 1425-after 1500) and his workshop [fig. 4.11 c-d].442

first major renovation occurred in the seventeenth century; during the nineteenth century
the building was both renovated and completed. For an overview see Achim Hubel and
Manfred Schuller, with Friedrich Fuchs und Renate Kroos, Der Dom zu Regensburg.
Vom Bauen und Gestalten einer gotischen Kathedrale (Regensburg: Friedrich Pustet,
1995).
441
Leinz, “Ludwig I. von Bayern und die Gotik,” 407.
442
See Paul Frankl, Peter Hemmel. Glasmaler von Andlau (Berlin: Deutscher Verein für
Kunstwissenschaft, 1956), 104-115 and figs. 192-226. Fiorillo had discussed the
Frauenkirche’s windows in some detail in 1815, marveling that “die Farben sind in die
Gläser hineingetränkt oder eigentlich geschmolzen, und die Gemählde selbst stellen
meistens biblische Geschichten vor. Die Fenster dieser Kirche waren ehemals nach der
Südseite mit solchen bemahlten Gläsern ganz versehen, und bildeten einen schönen
bunten Vorhang, um die Sonnenstrahlen abzuhalten, wodurch weder die Menschen von
der Sonne geblendet, noch Mahlereien und andre Kunstsachen hiedurch abgebleicht oder
sonst verdorben werden konnten…. aber, …wurden die Fenster mit neuen weißen
Glastafeln versehen, und die farbigen abwechselnd, bald oben bald unten, beibehalten.”
He did not specifically discuss the windows in the choir (where none were replaced with
clear glass), nor did he mention Hemmel (he named Egidius Trautenwolf and Johann
Hebenstreit). Fiorillo, Geschichte der zeichnenden Künste in Deutschland, 212-13. It is
not clear from these accounts that Klenze or Ludwig knew of Hemmel by name, either,
although Hemmel’s windows, particularly the gothic canopies framing the figures, were
soon serving as models for the windows made for Regensburg Cathedral (discussed
below), and ultimately for much of the revival stained glass of nineteenth-century
Germany. See Raguin, “Revivals, Revivalists, and Architectural Stained Glass,” 323-24
and Vaassen, Bilder auf Glas, 20. (The figures of the nineteenth-century windows,
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While it might seem that Hemmel’s work, influenced as it was by the engravings
of Martin Schongauer (ca. 1448-91), was not distant in style from the works of the late
Gothic painters and engravers serving as Frank’s models (Dürer and Lucas van Leyden),
Klenze (not a fan of Gothic art or architecture) saw little resemblance between the
Frauenkirche’s windows and those Frank was making at Nymphenburg.443 Klenze,
moreover, was less than enthusiastic concerning the artistic merit of the former: “as far as
the style of the images is concerned, it varies greatly, on the whole however the figures
are too small and the appearance wallpaper-like.”444 Munich’s Frauenkirche, a hall
church, had windows extending nearly the entire height of the continuous exterior walls.
In Bamberg Cathedral, a basilican church, the windows necessarily are divided between
aisles and clerestory. Although not noting that they were of different building types,
Klenze did further observe that Our Lady’s tall mullioned lancets did not resemble the
window openings at Bamberg, stating: “for Bamberg the dimensions, as far as I have

however, tended to echo the style of Nazarene paintings, giving the effect criticized by
Adolphe Napoléon Didron in the quotation in Raguin, p. 316.)
443
Frankl, Peter Hemmel. Glasmaler, 133, suggests it was perhaps Hemmel who
influenced Schongauer; in any event, the shared style and motives are striking. The goal
of the stained glass efforts at the Royal Porcelain Manufactory, as described by Schmitz,
was to reach again the level of the works of the brilliant epoch of stained glass “of the
Middle Ages through the works of Lucas van Leyden and Albrecht Dürer in Germany”
(des Mittelalters, durch die Werke von Lukas von Leyden und Albrecht Dürer in
Teutschland). Leinz, “Ludwig I. von Bayern und die Gotik,” 407, citing Carl Schmitz,
report dated Nov. 14, 1819, Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Geheimes Hausarchiv
München I A 40, IV.
444
“Was den Style den Bilder anbelangt, so ist er sehr verschieden, im Ganzen aber die
Figuren zu klein und das Ansehen tapetenartig.” Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv,
Geheimes Hausarchiv München I A 36 I, Klenze to Ludwig no. 78, April 20th, 1820, as
cited in Leinz, “Ludwig I. von Bayern und die Gotik,” p. 407 and n. 60.
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been able to learn here, would hardly apply” [fig. 4.8 a-d and 4.11 a-b (Bamberg &
Frauenkirche)].445
Crown Prince Ludwig’s interest in embellishing Bamberg had perhaps been an
outgrowth of his deliberations as to whether he shouldn’t move his seat to Bamberg,
rather than Munich, upon inheriting the Bavarian throne.446 Bamberg’s elevation to an
archbishopric was also impending; in 1821 the newly re-established diocese of Speyer, as
well as those of Eichstätt and Würzburg (all three previously suffragan to Mainz), were to
be placed under Bamberg’s authority. For his part, the archbishop appears to have had
little interest in his new seat – or at least, the place where it was located.447 Already,
however, Bamberg possessed extraordinary symbolic significance for Ludwig and his
lineage, the Wittelsbachs (who had ruled Bavaria since 1180). Duke Henry IV of Bavaria
had founded the Bamberg diocese in 1007. By this date Henry was also King of the
Eastern Franks (since 1002) and King of the Lombards (since 1004) and was soon to
accede to the throne of the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation, which he would
rule as Henry II (from 1014 to 1024).

445

“Für Bamberg würden die Maaße so viel ich hier habe erfahren können schwerlich
passen.” Ibid.
446
Hubert Glaser, “‘Schwung hatte er, wie Keiner!’ König Ludwig I. von Bayern als
Protektor der Künste,” in Ludwig I. und die Neue Pinakothek, ed. Herbert W. Rott
(Cologne: Pinakothek-Dumont, 2003), 11-41; here, p. 19 n.14, citing Ludwig’s
discussions with Klenze on this subject on Jan. 10, 19 and 24, and on Feb. 10, 20 und 28,
1819 as documented in Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Ludwig I.-Archiv 3, 39, pp. 30 f.,
51, 63, 89-92, 120, and 142 f. As Crown Prince, Ludwig’s seat was in Würzburg.
447
The new Archbishop of Bamberg, Joseph Graf von Stubenberg, had already been
named, though not officially installed, in 1818. His official installation took place on
Nov. 11, 1821. Stubenberg had previously held the position of Prince Bishop of Eichstätt
and remained in Eichstätt, concerning himself little with Bamberg’s cathedral, until his
death in 1824. Achim Hubel, “Die beiden Restaurationen des Bamberger Domes. Zur
Geschichte der Denkmalpflege im frühen 19. Jahrhundert,” Bericht des historischen
Vereins Bamberg 121 (1985): pp. 47-48 and n. 13.
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Subsequently not only was Henry sainted (in 1146), but so was his wife
Kunigunde (in 1200), making Bamberg Cathedral, where both are buried, a major
pilgrimage site. Moreover, the bishop who rebuilt the cathedral following its first major
fire (Otto of Bamberg, 1060 or 1061-1139) was canonized and buried in a church nearby,
increasing the significance of both the cathedral and the town. Since Henry descended
from the Bavarian branch of the Ottonian dynasty (and died without heir as the last
emperor in the Ottonian lineage), renovation of his cathedral would help the Wittelsbachs
to demonstrate the appropriateness of Bavarian rule in Franconia – a region Bavaria had
gained under Napoleon.448 At the same time, it would illustrate Bavaria’s ancient and
current German national and spiritual significance at least as fully as the cathedral in
Speyer – the other Bavarian cathedral closely associated with the rulers of the Holy
Roman Empire.
Judging by his desire to endow Bamberg Cathedral with stained glass windows,
Ludwig was distressed that the building did not sufficiently express these medieval (that
is, Bavarian and German) origins on account of its overall colorlessness (a point which he
would make more forcefully five years later, after inheriting the throne). Ludwig had
little evidence, however, of the original polychromy from which to proceed. By the early
448

Henry had inherited the Duchy of Bavaria from his father, Duke Henry II (951-95),
before acceding to the kingship of the Eastern Franks. Duke Henry II was the son of
Duke Henry I of Bavaria, brother of Emperor Otto I. Napoleonic-era Bavaria had gained
Franconia (or regained it, as Ludwig was trying to demonstrate through renovating
Bamberg Cathedral, etc.) in a piecemeal fashion: the Prince-Bishoprics of Würzburg and
Bamberg were seized in 1802 in advance of the legislated handover of power, leading to
long-term resentment; Bavaria gained the Free City of Nuremberg and Margravate of
Ansbach in 1806 and the Prussian Margravate of Bayreuth in 1810. Like the Bavarian
Land on the Rhine, the region was confessionally mixed: Bamberg and Würzburg were
largely Catholic, while other areas were largely Protestant and in part for this reason also
resentful (even fearful) of Bavarian Catholic control. See Endres, “Franken und Bayern
im Vormärz,” 199-203.
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nineteenth century the cathedral exhibited no trace of its original interior polychromy.449
In the course of renovations in 1611 Bamberg’s stained glass windows had been
removed.450 By the middle of the seventeenth century, moreover, most of the interior
surfaces, including architectural sculpture, had received a coat of white paint, with
capitals and vault bosses highlighted in gold, while articulating elements such as
responds and ribbing had been painted in white faux marble and were set off by
compound piers and moldings that were either left unpainted or painted the color of the
underlying stone [fig. 4.8 c: interior of Bamberg Cathedral from the west (ca. 167283)].451 The new, dark brown furnishings stood out within this brightened and whitened
environment, as did their colorful, naturalistically painted figural sculptures.452 The
renovations had been directed by Georg Betz (1768-1832), the priest left in charge of
Bamberg Cathedral during the years 1808-21, while the building served as a parish

449

Soon after Ludwig began his campaign to renovate Bamberg cathedral in 1826,
Bamberg citizens came forward to donate some of the medieval stained glass panels that
had been removed from the cathedral and come into private hands (see discussion
below); if Ludwig or anyone else involved in the renovations knew of the existence of
these panels before this date, they appear not to have mentioned them in any surviving
documents.
450
On the removal of the stained glass windows from Bamberg Cathedral see HansSchuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine Restauration, 87.
451
Evidence of the Baroque architectural polychromy survives in the painting by Georg
Adam Arnold of the interior of Bamberg Cathedral from the west (ca. 1672-83) in the
Bamberg Diocesan Museum (on loan from the Bavarian National Museum) [fig. 4.8 c].
452
These renovations of Bamberg Cathedral took place in 1648-53, as noted in HansSchuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine Restauration, 11. Investigation of the surviving early
Baroque altarpieces has demonstrated that their figural sculpture was brightly colored
with naturalistic details which were first painted white in the course of Betz’s early
nineteenth-century renovations (discussed below). Hubel, “Die beiden Restaurationen des
Bamberger Domes,” 58, 61 and 63.
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church.453 Unfortunately no image of Betz’s renovations survives. These were the ones
that most directly attracted Ludwig’s ire – apparently even before their conclusion.
That Bamberg Cathedral had not only been kept in repair but also had been
carefully renovated during the Napoleonic period was highly unusual, and speaks to the
Bavarian regime’s recognition of the building’s symbolic value from the outset of its
seizure of Bamberg in 1802. In fact, Betz had proposed much more extensive
renovations, which, in their first formulation, Karl von Fischer (1782-1820), the first
professor of architecture at Munich’s Academy of Visual Arts, had strongly rejected on
the grounds that Bamberg was “a noteworthy monument of the unusual architecture of
the eleventh century which would be worthy to maintain in its full originality.”454
(Evidently Fischer believed the building dated to Henry II’s day – its most important
incarnation for Bavarian claims – although in fact the surviving building was constructed
over two centuries later and had at best questionable associations with the Wittelsbachs,
as discussed below.) In their second formulation Betz’s plans received full approval from
the authorities in Munich, and were limited instead by the authorities at Bamberg.455

453

Following the death of the former Prince Bishop in 1805, Bamberg Cathedral had
ceased to function as the seat of a bishop. (The Bishop of Würzburg took responsibility
for the diocese, along with his own, from his seat in Würzburg until his death in 1808).
Georg Betz, “ein gebildeter, aktiver und engagierter Theologe” who had since 1801
ministered to a small parish that worshiped in the cathedral’s north transept, found
himself left in charge of the entire building. Hubel, “Die beiden Restaurationen des
Bamberger Domes,” 47.
454
“…ein merkwürdiges Denkmal der sonderbaren Baukunst des 11ten Jahrhunderts ist
welches würdig wäre in seiner völligen Originalität fortzudauern.” The evaluation was
given to Ludwig on May 19, 1809. Hubel, “Die beiden Restaurationen des Bamberger
Domes,” 48-49, citing Staatsarchiv Bamberg, Bestand Regierung von Oberfranken,
Kammer des Innern, Rep. K3 G II Nr. 14318. Fischer was appointed to the professorship
in architecture in May, 1808.
455
Betz’s second proposal was largely rejected by Adam Friedrich von Gross zu Trockau,
a member of Bamberg’s cathedral chapter and the locum tenens, who did not wish to give
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In the end Betz was able to commission new furnishings by Wilhelm Wurzer
(1773-1846), including a high altar, tabernacle and pulpit, all of which still displayed a
baroque sensibility in their overall form despite classicizing details. Betz had the early
seventeenth-century altars refurbished and painted to match Wurzer’s works, so that all
were white and gold with architectural elements in pale marbling. The resulting interior
maintained Bamberg’s vibrant seventeenth- and eighteenth-century traditions, before the
Bavarian takeover of 1802 entailed loss of its status as a prince-bishopric and the closing
of its university, founded in 1647, in 1803. Wurzer had been trained in the reasonable
expectation of maintaining the artistic and cultural traditions that had flourished there
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; Betz had recognized the legitimacy of
these traditions and of this expectation in giving Wurzer the commission.456 Betz’s initial
intention to update this tradition by repainting the interior entirely in white was, however,
modified to retain the grey-green stone color with which the piers and moldings had been
painted in the seventeenth century, and to emphasize the fabric of local stone by also
covering the likewise seventeenth-century white faux-marble paint on the responds and
Betz free reign as Gross was focused on maintaining the cathedral as such in hopes of
filling the bishop’s seat. On Betz’s proposals see Hubel, “Die beiden Restaurationen des
Bamberger Domes,” 48-55.
456
Son of a Bamberg sculptor as well as son-in-law of the sculptor to Bamberg’s last
Prince Bishop, Wurzer had trained, most notably, under Roman Anton Boos (17331810), court sculptor to the Electorate of Bavaria since 1774. Boos’s by now conservative
style had already begun to attract criticism in Munich well before Wurzer arrived to study
with him: Boos’s pulpit for Munich’s Church of Our Lady of 1778-80 had attracted
particularly harsh criticism, according to Peter Volk, Münchner Rokokoplastik,
Bayerisches Nationalmuseum München Bildführer 7 (Munich, 1980), 120-29, as cited in
Hubel, “Die beiden Restaurationen des Bamberger Domes,” p. 67 n. 92. Wurzer
nevertheless not only modeled his work closely on Boos’s but left Munich poised to
inherit his father-in-law’s position at the Bamberg court. In giving him the commission,
Betz honored this now empty inheritance. On Wurzer, including a detailed discussion of
his work in relation to Boos’s see Hubel, “Die beiden Restaurationen des Bamberger
Domes,” 66-68.
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ribs in the same grey-green color.457 The more dramatic elements in the baroque color
scheme (dark furnishings, polychrome figures, faux white marbling) were still sacrificed
in favor of a classicizing preference for limited polychromy dominated by white; the
intent appears to have been to call attention to the building’s medieval structure and its
native substance. This nod to the growing identification with medieval architecture would
not, however, be sufficient to satisfy Ludwig.
As Betz’s tenure at Bamberg came to an end (1821), Ludwig began to
counterbalance the classicizing additions to nearby Nuremberg that had been made under
his father and Montgelas. He commissioned Albert Reindel, who would later advise
Rupprecht, to renovate the dilapidated Schöner Brunnen [Fig. 4.1: Schöner Brunnen].458
To accomplish this elaborate and widely admired project, carried out between 1821 and
1824, Reindel had established a masonry workshop to re-carve many of the fountain’s
decrepit sculptural elements.459 Upon Ludwig’s accession to the throne, however,
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Hubel, “Die beiden Restaurationen des Bamberger Domes,” 62-63. Hubel notes that
the engaged columns, responds, ribbing in the vaults and similar elements were painted a
grey-green stone-like color. This stone color presumably covered all of the seventeenthcentury white faux marbling. This modification otherwise seems to have retained the
baroque color scheme for the architectural elements (as would appear to be the case from
Arnold’s painting, though not noted by Hubel). It is not clear from Hubel’s sources
whether the architectural committee in Munich, Betz himself, or a third party was
responsible for modifying Betz’s original plan to paint all architectural elements white.
458
On Carl Haller von Hallerstein’s classicizing colonnade of 1806/07 in the main
market, the rows of poplars planted in 1810 in the Maxplatz, and Heideloff’s classicizing
Empire-style monument to Dürer and Willibald Pirckheimer of 1821 see Norbert Götz,
“Carl Alexander Heideloff und der ‘Typus der Stadt Nürnberg,’” in Erichsen and
Puschner, Aufsätze, 538. On Albert Christoph Reindel’s renovation of the Schöne(r)
Brunnen, and his work at St. Sebaldus, see Michael Brix, Nürnberg und Lübeck im 19.
Jahrhundert. Denkmalpflege, Stadtbildpflege, Stadtumbau (Munich: Prestel, 1981), 6070.
459
Brix, Nürnberg und Lübeck, 65-66. In 1898-1903 the fountain was fully reconstructed
according to new standards of historicism: it is this reconstruction which stands on the
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according to a contemporary account of his meeting with a delegation of Nuremberg
dignitaries, Ludwig let it be known that he was unhappy with the finished result due to its
monochrome coat of paint; as a model renovation he recommended the St. Jacob’s
Church altar by Carl Alexander Heideloff, a colleague of Reindel who, unlike Reindel,
was on the delegation.460 A fascination with medieval color would mark all of Ludwig’s
ensuing medieval renovations and revival commissions. It is largely what led him, while
still disputing the style of the Allerheiligenhofkapelle with Klenze, to initiate undoing
Bamberg’s recent (and earlier) renovations. Given Ludwig’s response to his work on the
Schöner Brunnen, presumably by the time Reindel was advising Rupprecht, he was better
attuned to Ludwig’s expectations.

5. Byzantine Bamberg 1. Rupprecht Discovers Traces of Medieval Paint
In 1827 Christian Ludwig Stieglitz, the most established architectural historian in
Germany at the time, broadly expanded upon Of Old German Architecture (1820), a
work Klenze had relied upon in his 1822/24 Manual (as noted in ch. 2). Stieglitz’s major
new publication, History of Architecture from Earliest Antiquity into the Recent Era,
perhaps the first world history of architecture, remained the only such work in German
for many years: it would be reprinted in 1837 and again (although it was being
superseded by Kugler’s History of Architecture of 1856-59 and Albert Rosengarten’s Die
main market square today; the few original remains of the fountain are nearby in the
German National Museum (p. 70).
460
The account was prepared following the delegation’s return by the Nuremberg
bookseller and printer Friedrich Campe, but only survives in a much later publication in
Fränkischer Kurier no. 625 (December 6th, 1901) and no. 641 (December 15, 1901),
according to Götz, “Carl Alexander Heideloff und der ‘Typus der Stadt Nürnberg,’” p.
540 and n. 16.
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architektonischen Stylarten) in 1857.461 A number of his ideas, however, spoke
specifically to the concerns of 1827, a critical year for Philhellenes (as France, England
and Russia had joined forces to turn the tide of the Greek rebellion against the Ottomans).
Arguably this inspired Stieglitz’s notion that the pointed arch, and specifically the arches
of Bamberg Cathedral (i.e., those at western end of the cathedral), were Byzantine. In
discussing Germany under the Ottonian (Saxon) emperors, Stieglitz wrote:
that both Greek arts and sciences were cultivated in Germany at that time is not
subject to any doubt. If the culture of Germany was already advanced by means of
Greek culture during Charlemagne’s reign, a definite connection between West
and East developed above all under the rule of the Saxon emperors. This
connection was reinforced to no small degree through the Greek Princess
Theophanou, the consort of Otto II.462
That the pointed arch originated in Byzantium rather than Germany was further evidence
of the depth of Germany’s Greek roots. Though transplanted first to Italy, the pointed
arch was not appropriate for southern buildings, Stieglitz explained; that is why it became
far more popular in Germany, where it turned out to be useful for creating the high roofs
and steeply pitched gables suitable to the northern climate.463 Stieglitz cited Bamberg
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Klaus Jan Philipp, “Christian Ludwig Stieglitz (1756-1836). Der Beginn der
Architekturgeschichtsschreibung in Deutschland zwischen Klassizismus und Romantik,”
Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift, Bauhaus-Universität Weimar 42 no. 2/3 (1996): 116;
Albert Rosengarten, Die architektonischen Stylarten (Braunschweig: Friedrich Vieweg
und Sohn, 1857).
462
“Daß überhaupt griechische Kunst und Wissenschaft damals in Deutschland cultivirt
wurden, ist keinem Zweifel unterworfen. War schon während Carls des Großen
Regierung die Cultur Deutschlands durch griechische Cultur befördert worden, so
entstand vornehmlich unter der Regierung der sächsichen Kaiser eine genaue Verbindung
des Abendlandes mit dem Morgenlande. Diese Verbindung wurde durch die griechische
Prinzessin Theophania, Otto’s des Zweiten Gemahlin, in nicht geringem Grade
befestigt.” Stieglitz, Geschichte der Baukunst vom frühesten Alterthume, 322.
463
“War aber auch der Gebrauch des Spitzbögens nicht in Deutschland aufgekommen, so
wurde dieser Bogen doch bald eine Eigenthümlichkeit der deutschen Kunst. Zwar auch in
südlichen Ländern nicht unbekannt, wurde der Spitzbogen hier doch nicht allgemein
angewandt, als mit den südlichen Formen nicht übereinstimmend. In Deutschland
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Cathedral among the German uses of the pointed arch and its continued application not
only under the Saxons but also through the eleventh and twelfth centuries.464 In Munich
this Philhellenic argument possibly inspired and certainly supported the redefinition of
Bamberg as Byzantine. By 1828 even Kunstblatt, the leading art journal, defined
Bamberg Cathedral as a “Byzantine architectural monument from the eleventh
century.”465
Back in Bamberg, Rupprecht had quickly given up on commissioned windows
and looked to the art and antiquities market in hopes of finding stained glass there.466 By
June 1828, highly frustrated, he found himself recounting to his friend, the art dealer and
painter Carl Gustav Boerner, that initially “the king wanted to have several windows
made at his own expense, [and] Heinrich Heß received the commission for the cartoons
that Frank should carry out in Munich,” but now “one even hesitated to re-install the ones
on hand.”467 Rupprecht had not received permission to install any stained glass, even

hingegen, wo das Clima hohe Dächer und hohe Giebel verlangte, mußte er willkommen
seyn, als angemessen den hier gewöhnlichen Formen.” Stieglitz, Geschichte der
Baukunst vom frühesten Alterthume, 325.
464
“Entdecken wir bereits an Kirchen aus den Zeiten der sächsischen Kaiser einige
Spitzbögen, so treffen wir sie auch an Werken des elften und zwölften Jahrhunderts an.
Unter andern finden sie sich an der, im zehnten und elften Jahrhundert erbauten,
Domkirche zu Limburg an der Lahn, am Dom zu Bamberg, und an den Fenstern des
Thurmes der evangelischen Kirche daselbst, in der obern Gallerie des Schiffes in St.
Sebald zu Nürnberg, und an dem kleinen Fenster des halbkreisrunden Chorschlusses des
Doms zu Würzburg.” Stieglitz, Geschichte der Baukunst vom frühesten Alterthume, 326.
465
A “byzantinisches Baudenkmal aus dem eilften Jahrhundert,” Kunstblatt no. 16 (25
Feb. 1828): 63-64, as cited in Leinz, “Ludwig I. von Bayern und die Gotik,” p. 411 and n.
90, where Leinz suggests a comparison with the essay by K.F.E. Trahndorff, “Die
Baukunst des Mittelalters im Gegensatz gegen die Baukunst der Alten,” Kunstblatt no. 6
(Jan. 21, 1828): 21ff.
466
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 87.
467
Karl Friedrich Rupprecht to Carl Gustav Boerner, June 12, 1828: “Der König wollte
auf eigene Kosten mehrere Fenster herstellen lassen, Heinrich Heß bekam den Auftrag zu
Cartons, die in München Frank ausführen sollte,” but now “man sich sogar weigert, das
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those of the cathedral’s original panels that remained in the possession of Bamberg
citizens who were offering to donate them. For Rupprecht, faced with such panels
proving that Bamberg Cathedral had in fact originally had stained glass, the new
conceptualization of Bamberg as Byzantine did not alter the desirability of replacing
those windows. He had lost, however, all authority in the matter and in the end could not
install any stained glass at all.468
Boisserée, on a visit to the Royal Glass Institute with Gärtner in 1828, had learned
that “damascened” glazing —windows in patterned shades of grey, of the type that has
come to be known as grisaille – was now under consideration for churches in the
Byzantine style.469 These windows, carried out for the Ludwigskirche, Ludwig’s latest
Byzantine commission, were rejected by early 1829 because Ludwig feared they would
darken the interior.470 (The re-introduction of grisaille windows into the Ludwigskirche,

Vorhandene wieder reinzusetzen,” quoted in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” 88 and n. 981 (as numbered in text) / 982 (as numbered in endnotes),
where she cites Staatsbibliothek Bamberg, Msc.misc. 70/69 1-5.
468
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 87-88. Several stained glass
panels that are believed to have originated in Bamberg ca. 1414 are today displayed in the
cathedral cloister: see Dümler, Der Bamberger Kaiserdom, 148-49. It would be
interesting to know if any of these were among those offered at the time of the
renovations under Ludwig.
469
Sulpiz Boisserée, entry for February 23, 1828: „...Mit Gärtner in d. Porzellan-Fabrik.
Glas-Malereien für den Regensburger Dom ein ganzes Fenster.... Damascierte GlasMalerei auch bei Kirchen in romanisch-griechischem Stil anzuwenden.“ Sulpiz
Boisserée, Tagebücher, 1808-1854, 2:273. Boisserée had had drawings made of the
grisaille windows in the choir chapels of Cologne Cathedral in 1811 (Vaassen, Bilder auf
Glas, 33, n. 2); consequently, he probably considered grisaille windows as not
specifically German Byzantine in style and perhaps as more characteristic of the New
Gothic style, though such assessments are not clear from his diary entry.
470
In an entry for Jan. 2, 1829, Boisserée noted: “[Audienz mit Ludwig...] grau- und
grau-Malerei für die Fenster neuer Kirchen-Gebäude—namentlich für die LudwigsKirche verworfen, fürchtet, sie machen zu dunkel—.” Sulpiz Boisserée, Tagebücher,
1808-1854, 2:352-53. Surprisingly, in an entry for April 25, 1835, Boisserée noted: “Vor
12 mit Mathilde und Moriz bei den neuen Glasgemälden in der Ludwigs-Kirche.”
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as well as Ludwig’s other Byzantine revival commissions, will be discussed further in the
next chapter.) Finally, on July 22, 1830, the rectilinear panes of white glass in St.
George’s Choir (the older, eastern choir) that had been installed during one of the earlier
renovations at Bamberg were repaired and cleaned.471 This apparently ended discussion
of locating or making new stained or grisaille glass for any location in that building.
The first evidence of Reider’s assessment of Bamberg as Byzantine appears to be
the report that he sent Ludwig on June 28, 1828, in which he described the style as a mix
of ancient Greek and Roman with added elements, and he boldly cited manuscripts
removed from Bamberg Cathedral to the court library in Munich (in the course of the
simultaneous secularization and Bavarian takeover of 1802-03) as proof of the style’s
mixed nature. 472 As evident in Ludwig’s contemporary historicizing commissions in
Munich, the glory of this style resided in wall paintings or mosaics. By 1830, with

Perhaps this is in reference to the glass cut to fit the tracery of the rose window, the oriels
of the bifora, etc., which as far as I have been able to determine was colorless. As
suggested by Boisserée’s term “romanisch-griechisch,” by the late 1820s Boisserée, who
had only moved to Munich after Ludwig purchased the painting collection from Bertram,
his brother Melchior, and him, had begun to shift away from the notion that Western
buildings could or should be considered New Greek or Byzantine, although his new
colleagues in Munich were still very much involved in cultivating this connection.
471
Further window repairs and replacements were made at Bamberg on May 2 and 4,
1831. See Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 88; for a photo of the
Georgenchoir with what are apparently these same windows see her fig. 32; for a drawing
by Rupprecht of the west end of the cathedral, showing similar glazing in the Peterschor
and what appears to be honeycomb-patterned glazing in the clearstory, see her fig. 62. In
the meantime, Sulpiz’s brother Melchior Boisserée commissioned copies of paintings
belonging to their former collection from the Munich stained-glass workshop, and found
that the paintings could even be improved through this translation; Friedrich von Gärtner,
apparently sharing Melchior’s approach, expressed particular enthusiasm for the second
of these windows, which he couldn’t wait to show Ludwig I. See Johann Baptist Bertram
to Melchior Boisserée, Dec. 24, 1830, in Sulpiz Boisserée, ed. Mathilde Boisserée, 1:56465, and Leinz, “Ludwig I. von Bayern und die Gotik,” 409.
472
See the publication of Reider’s report in Morper, “Unbekanntes Gutachten Joseph
Martin von Reiders,” 30.
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colored stained glass now understood not as generically medieval but as specifically New
Gothic, Ludwig commissioned a New Gothic church to provide a Munich showcase for
his Royal Glass Institute, even though he did not particularly like the style (the
Mariahilfkirche, discussed in the next section).473
In the spring of 1829 Rupprecht had begun to carry out his now more modest
program for Bamberg. Thanks perhaps to Reindel’s experience with Ludwig’s focus on
polychromy, and perhaps to the redefinition of the Byzantine polychromy by the
architectural authorities in Munich, this new program stressed the question of whether the
original wall painting might be recovered. As Rupprecht wrote to the local district
council [Ober-Mainkreis, Kammer des Inneren] in Bayreuth a week before installing the
scaffolding, he expected he might find “old paintings carried out in the Byzantine style
from the time of St. Otto (Bishop of Bamberg 1102-39), as is to be found at Worms”
beneath the later layers of paint.474 In making this suggestion Rupprecht may well have
been informed by Fiorillo’s history of German art of 1815, where he wrote that St. Otto
had replaced the floor, erected the columns by St. George’s choir, “and ornamented the
entire interior of Bamberg Cathedral with paintings that were just as precious as those
that… had been consumed by flames.”475 If traces of these paintings did survive,
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This is the only Old German (or Gothic) revival style church Ludwig commissioned.
Leinz, “Ludwig I. von Bayern und die Gotik,” 411.
474
“alte, im byzantinischen Style behandelte Gemälde aus der Zeit des heiligen Otto zu
finden, so wie dergleichen in Worms zu finden sind.” Rupprecht to the local district
council’s chief administrator (Regierungspräsident) and general commissioner
(Generalkommissar) in Bayreuth, Freiherr von Welden, May 23, 1829. Quoted in HansSchuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 43 and n. 483, citing Staatsarchiv
Bamberg Rep. K3 GII/2 14319 v. 1 (compare the letter of July 1, 1829, Bayerisches
Hauptstaatsarchiv, Geheimes Hausarchiv München, NL Ludwig I. 48/5/31, no. 6).
475
“[Otto] legte einen neuen Fußboden an, führte die prächtigen Säulen nebst dem Chor
des heil. Georg in die Höhe, und schmückte das ganze Gebäude mit Gemählden, die, wie
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according to Rupprecht, the Worms murals (discovered in 1815 at what is still called a
cathedral, though the bishopric was dissolved after 1792, under French Revolutionary
rule) provided an instructive example of how not to proceed, as they had been treated
unprofessionally by “someone entirely ignorant of finer architecture, who encouraged
and approved the plans of every worker.”476 [fig. 4.9 c: St.Christopher, Worms]. Once he
began removing the later coats of paint, though he did not find wall paintings at Bamberg
like those at Worms, Rupprecht did indeed find significant traces of medieval
polychromy on the architectural ornament and figural sculpture.477 Rupprecht ascribed

sein Biograph versichert, eben so kostbar als diejenigen waren, welche die Flammen
verzehrt hatten.” Fiorillo, Geschichte der zeichnenden Künste in Deutschland, 1:240. Or,
perhaps Rupprecht was informed by the biography of St. Otto that Fiorillo cites in n. d) as
the Vita S. Ottonis by Canisius, Lect. antiq. vol. 3 pt. 1, 48.
476
“...ein mit der höheren Baukunst ganz Unbekannter, die Absicht iedes Handwerkers
begünstigte und guthieß.” Rupprecht to Freiherr von Welden, May 23, 1829, quoted in
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 43, citing Staatsarchiv Bamberg
Rep. K3 GII/2 14319 v. 1. Traces of the Romanesque wall painting in Worms Cathedral
still remain; the most important is the over-life-size image of St. Christopher on the east
wall of the northern transept, which dates to ca. 1200. The initial discovery and the
restoration that troubled Rupprecht are not discussed by Hans-Schuller, however, and I
have yet to locate any further information on them. In 1820 Stieglitz, in Von deutscher
Baukunst, plate 21, published his own drawing, apparently based on the image of St.
Christopher, with ambiguous areas filled in; in his text vol. he does not comment on the
painting’s recent discovery nor on the quality of its restoration or the degree of
guesswork apparent in his infills. In 1815 Fiorillo, in Geschichte der Zeichnenden Künste
in Deutschland v. 1, elsewhere a source for Stieglitz, does not note the existence of wall
paintings in his description of Worms (pp. 379-81), although noting such paintings
appears to have been a priority for him: perhaps they had not yet been discovered at that
date (his information on Worms in general was not up-to-date, as he did not realize that
the rotunda by the cathedral had been destroyed ca. 1808; see p. 381).
477
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 33, asserts that before
Rupprecht’s work at Bamberg Cathedral, nobody had considered the possibility of
medieval architectural polychromy (as opposed to medieval figural wall paintings).
While Rupprecht’s work was the most significant investigation of such painting to date,
the existence of medieval architectural polychromy, both exposed and under whitewash,
was known to Sulpiz Boisserée, among others, some twenty years before Rupprecht’s
work began. Rupprecht seems to have wanted to assure his superiors in Bayreuth and
Munich that he had known to expect and appreciate the significance of original paint on
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them to the early twelfth-century rule of Bishop Otto, in accordance with prior
expectations.478
Neither Rupprecht nor any of those associated with this renovation ever came to
the realization that not only St. Henry’s early eleventh-century building but also St.
Otto’s early twelfth-century rebuilding had burned down and been entirely replaced in the
thirteenth century (ca. 1215-20 to 1237) under Bishop Eckbert. The prestige of his
sainted predecessors is perhaps partly responsible for the failure to find evidence of
Eckbert’s rebuilding; an unwillingness to associate the building with Eckbert may also
have come into play, as Eckbert was inconveniently closely associated with a Wittelsbach
who was anathematized and killed for murdering an heir-apparent to the Holy Roman
imperial throne.479 As Leo von Klenze, Sulpiz Boisserée and others followed Christian
Ludwig Stieglitz in dating the start of the German style to the thirteenth century,480
attribution of the extant building to Bishop Otto helps to explain how upon investigation

the sculpture (as well as wall paintings and inscriptions), to judge from Hans-Schuller’s
own statements drawn from Rupprecht’s report of 14 June 1829: see Hans-Schuller,
Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” p. 66 and n. 767 (as numbered in text) / 768 (as
numbered in endnotes).
478
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” p. 43 and n. 483.
479
Eckbert’s reconstruction of the cathedral had been delayed because he had fled in
1208 due to suspicions of his complicity in the murder of Philipp von Schwaben. Philipp,
youngest son of Frederick Barbarossa, had been murdered by Count Palatine Otto VIII of
Wittelsbach just before Philipp was to be chosen Holy Roman Emperor. Philipp was
buried in Speyer Cathedral; his death came to be known as the Bamberger Königsmord.
Otto VIII was beheaded. Eckbert, well-connected and lucky, was rehabilitated and
allowed to return to Bamberg in 1212. The idea that Bamberg Cathedral owed something
(much less everything) to Bishop Eckbert does not seem to have been raised by anyone
associated with the cathedral’s nineteenth-century renovation. In 1849 Heideloff could
still confidently propose a fresco program on the history of German architecture that
began with Otto’s rebuilding of Henry II’s cathedral at Bamberg to demonstrate the
transition from the Byzantine to German style: see Götz, “Carl Alexander Heideloff und
der ‘Typus der Stadt Nürnberg,’” 540-41 and 546-47.
480
As discussed in chap. 2.
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they, along with Rupprecht and Ludwig I, came to reinterpret Bamberg as a Byzantine
building despite initially seeing it as German.481 That Bamberg Cathedral revealed the
path of Byzantine influence into the West was an idea that would continue to attract the
attention of architectural historians into the twentieth century.482
In mid-June of 1829, only a few weeks after the scaffolding was up and work had
begun, Rupprecht submitted the first report on his activities in the cathedral to the local
district council.483 Rupprecht had begun his project by making measurements throughout
the cathedral, so that the scaffolding may have been fairly extensive, but his work began
in the eastern end and through most of his tenure focused on the sculpture of the screens
that flank the eastern choir’s north and south sides [fig. 4.8 a, groundplan]. Because he
481

Leo von Klenze, Anweisung zur Architektur, 11-12; Sulpiz Boisserée, Geschichte und
Beschreibung des Doms von Köln, nebst Untersuchungen über die alte
Kirchenbaukunst… (Stuttgart: privately printed and J.G. Cotta, 1823), 41; Christian
Ludwig Stieglitz, Von altdeutscher Baukunst (1820), 9-10 and 68-69. Wiebeking, on the
other hand, attempted in v. 1 of Bürgerliche Baukunde to trace the Gothic style back to
tenth century in Lower Saxony – an idea that immediately drew public criticism from
Christian Ludwig Stieglitz in his review for Kunstblatt no. 2 (1821): 393-95 and 197-98.
Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms, p. 193 and n. 42. The
attribution of the building to Henry II, as Karl von Fischer had in 1809 and Kunstblatt in
1828, appears to have ceased with Heideloff who, shortly after Rupprecht’s death,
designed furnishings for Bamberg on the basis of this attribution.
482
Wilhelm Vöge saw Byzantine influence on the sculpture of Bamberg Cathedral, which
he traced to Bamberg from Byzantium via Languedoc and Poitou in Vöge, “Über die
Bamberger Domsculpturen,” Repertorium für Kunstwissenschaft 22 (1899), 94-104; 24
(1901): 195-229 and 255-289, according to Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” n. 882 (as numbered in endnote section). A generation later Georg Dehio
similarly discussed the Byzantine origins of the polygonal form of the apses at Bamberg
Cathedral as having come to Provence, then Burgundy, then Germany via two routes:
Trier and the upper Rhine. According to Dehio, this Byzantine form can be seen around
1200 at minsters of Basel and Freiburg and some upper Alsatian churches. He traced the
Byzantine influence seen at Bamberg via the Upper Rhine route. summarized in Dehio,
Der Bamberger Dom (Munich: R. Piper, 1924), 13, where he refers back to his
contribution to Zeitschrift für Geschichte der Architektur 3 (1909-10): 49.
483
Rupprecht to the Kammer des Inneren, June 14, 1829, quoted in Hans-Schuller,
Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” p. 44 and n. 502, citing Staatsarchiv Bamberg,
Rep. K3 GII/2 14319, v. 1.
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had wished to avoid the mistakes made in Worms, Rupprecht explained that he had
“ordered the greatest attentiveness” in the removal of the recent paint.484 As a basis for
his observations he combined his knowledge of historical paint and painting techniques
with information gleaned from archival sources.485 Nevertheless, he did remove some of
the early polychromy, for instance from the folds of a figure of St. Anne, as he had
already decided that it would not be appropriate to restore the paint on this figure.486 On
the other hand, he removed much of what he took to be the original gilding with an eye
towards its potential restoration. Explaining his actions he wrote:
If its restoration were intended, this could by no means or manner take place on
the old [gilding], but rather this would have to be removed first to gild on a fresh
ground. I have therefore had these same traces removed and only retained in a
couple of places so that one can make certain of [the original gilding] for
oneself.487
Rupprecht recommended restoring one field or one figure as a trial, and discussed the
painting on the wing of an Angel of the Annunciation [fig. 4.8 e-f]: “The wing [of this
angel] was painted with peacock feathers in watercolor, entirely in the ancient style and
treatment… I have had the same cleaned as carefully as possible and now ordered it to

484

“…bei der Reinigung die größte Aufmerksamkeit befohlen.” Rupprecht to the
Kammer des Inneren, June 14, 1829, quoted in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” p. 66 and n. 767 (as numbered in text) / 768 (as numbered in endnotes),
citing Staatsarchiv Bamberg, Rep. K3 GII/2 14319, v. 1.
485
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 67.
486
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 67.
487
“Würde deren Wiederherstellung beabsichtigt, so könnte dieses auf keine Weise oder
Fall auf das Alte stattfinden, sondern dieses müßte erst weggenommen und auf einen
frischen Grund vergoldet werden. Ich habe daher selbiges wegnehmen und nur ein paar
Stellen aufbewahren lassen, damit man sich davon überzeugen kann.” Rupprecht to the
Kammer des Inneren, June 14, 1829, quoted in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” p. 67 and n. 778 (as numbered in text) / 779 (as numbered in endnotes),
citing Staatsarchiv Bamberg, Rep. K3 GII/2 14319, v. 1.
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remain untouched.”488 He thought that the angel’s wing, if done artfully and in
combination with a restoration of the gilding, would have a good effect.489 Rupprecht
appears to have hoped that his color would provide the basis for a historically-based
repainting of the interior which would, nevertheless, leave room for him to make his own
aesthetic judgments without slavishly following the original.490
Rupprecht expected to work in direct consultation with the King and so wished to
send his reports directly to the Royal Cabinet (königliches Kabinett) in order to receive
Ludwig’s instructions efficiently. The district council, apparently wanting to discourage
Rupprecht from circumventing its authority, informed him, by way of Franz Joseph
Schierlinger, the district engineer [Bezirksingenieur] it had employed to oversee
Rupprecht’s work, that the king had given oversight to the district and so did not expect

488

“Die Flügel desselben waren mit Pfauenfedern in Wasserfarbe, ganz im
alterthümlichen Style und Behandlung bemalt… Ich habe solchen so sorgfältig als
möglich reinigen lassen und ihn nun unberührt zu lassen befohlen….” Rupprecht to the
Kammer des Inneren, June 14, 1829, quoted in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” p. 67 and n. 779 (as numbered in text) / 780 (as numbered in endnotes),
citing Staatsarchiv Bamberg, Rep. K3 GII/2 14319, v. 1.
489
“...wenn es mit Kunst geschähe, neben den Vergoldungen gewiß gute Wirkung
machen.” Ibid.
490
Curiously, Hans-Schuller asserts (p. 33), seemingly against her own evidence, that
Rupprecht intended to find that the cathedral was not originally painted and (p. 125) that
the earliest paint dated to the sixteenth century. Her evidence does not suggest that
Rupprecht had a strong preference for removing the early paint in order to see the
underlying stone, or that he preferred the bare stone to a historicizing reconstruction of
the building’s early polychromy (as again suggested on p. 33). Compare, for instance,
Rupprecht’s statements from his initial report of June 14, 1829 (quoted by Hans-Schuller
on p. 97), where he regrets his inability to save the paint on the “Figur des hl. Dionysius
und des Verkündigungsengels,” which was “ganz im alterthümlichen Style und
Behandlung” as much of it had already chipped away or disappeared when it was
overpainted, or his other discussions of paint and gilding that he specifically finds to be
original, such as the passage in his report of July 1, 1829, on the water-gilding which he
dates to Bishop Otto’s rebuilding of the church (quoted on pp. 101-104).
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to receive his reports.491 Rupprecht had, however, already sent Ludwig an expanded
version of his report to the council, as he had heard that Ludwig was wondering about the
project’s progress.492 As soon as Ludwig received Rupprecht’s account of the unexpected
survival of traces of the medieval paint, he wrote back excitedly that Rupprecht had been
doing good work but that none of the original paint should be removed before he
(Ludwig) had seen it.493 Apparently upset that Rupprecht had removed any original paint
at all in advance of his own evaluation of it, Ludwig wrote:
…everything ancient, whether paint or images, should be saved, and to the degree
that it can occur without visible mixing of the old with the new, should be
restored again. Color paint is… to be avoided, the patina of age to be created
through marbling and the like. – Gilding is entirely to be omitted until I myself
have again seen the cathedral in person, but what can be preserved of the original
gilding is to be saved.494
491

Ober-Mainkreis district council [Kammer des Inneren] in Bayreuth to Franz Joseph
Schierlinger, July 1, 1829, quoted in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” 44, citing Staatsarchiv Bamberg, K3 GII/2 14319, v. 1. The council
further emphasized the chain of command by sending its instructions to Rupprecht via
Schierlinger. On Rupprecht’s expectation of receiving instructions directly from Ludwig,
see Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” n. 502.
492
Rupprecht to Ludwig, July 1, 1829, quoted in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” p. 44 and n. 776 (as numbered in text) / 777 (as numbered in endnotes),
citing Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Geheimes Hausarchiv München, NL Ludwig I.
48/5/31 – no. 6. As Rupprecht sent his letter to Ludwig on the same date that the local
district council in Bayreuth sent its letter to Schierlinger telling him to tell Rupprecht not
to contact the king, it seems probable that Rupprecht received word from Schierlinger
only after he had already initiated contact with Ludwig.
493
Hans-Schuller asserts that Ludwig was imbued with a classicizing aesthetic and so
wished to see the underlying stone surfaces at the expense of the medieval as well as of
the baroque and later color schemes (see Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” 31). Yet Ludwig embraced Rupprecht’s news of the medieval paint
traces with arguably more decisiveness than Rupprecht himself (who had already begun
to remove those paint traces which he felt weren’t useful for an historicizing repainting).
494
“… alles alterthümliche, es sey Mahlerei oder Bildnerey, soll geschohnt, und soviel
es, ohne eine sichtbare Mengung des Alten mit Neuem geschehen kann, wieder
restauriert werden. Farben-Anstrich ist… zu vermeiden, das Altersgrau durch
Marmorierung [?] u.d.gl. herzustellen. – Vergoldungen sind durchaus, bis Ich selbst den
Dom wieder in Augenschein genommen habe, zu unterlassen, was aber von der
ursprünglichen Vergoldung erhalten werden kann ist zu schonen.” Ludwig to Rupprecht,
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Following Ludwig’s response, Rupprecht never again mentioned removing remains of
medieval paint or gilding, even though the district council strongly advocated against
keeping it.495 To Rupprecht’s letter seeking clarification Ludwig replied: “namely that the
truly ancient should be retained, but later distortions of it should be removed,” a directive
that Ludwig would consistently repeat.496 Neither Ludwig nor the district council appears
to have had any interest in Rupprecht’s ideas concerning re-gilding and re-painting the
cathedral.497
In the meantime, Rupprecht had begun to document the traces of medieval (in his
understanding, Byzantine) architectural and sculptural painting at Bamberg in preparation
for a monograph on the cathedral [figs. 4.8 f, h-i]. By the following summer he could
report to Ludwig that “the cathedral provides important dates for the Byzantine building
style” and so he had had to correct many of his earlier views.498 By February 1831
Rupprecht announced his coming monograph on the Old and New Byzantine styles.499

July 5, 1829, quoted in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” p. 67 and
nn. 783-84 (as numbered in text) / 784-85 (as numbered in endnotes), citing Bayerisches
Hauptstaatsarchiv, Geheimes Hausarchiv München, NL Ludwig I. 48/5/31 Nr. 6.
495
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 68.
496
“…nämlich daß das wirklich alterthümliche erhalten, spätere Entstellungen desselben
aber hinweggeschaft werden sollen.” Ludwig’s marginal notation on a letter to him from
Rupprecht dated July 7th, 1829, quoted in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” n. 787 (as numbered in text) / 788 (as numbered in endnotes), citing
Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv – Geheimes Hausarchiv München, NL Ludwig I. 48/5/31
– no. 6; see also Ludwig to Rupprecht, Jan. 21, 1830, quoted in Hans-Schuller,
Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” n. 784/785, citing Staatsarchiv Bamberg K3
GII/2 14319 v. 1.
497
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 68.
498
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 160.
499
“…Ein begleitender Text soll sich über den alt- und neubyzantinischen Baustyl
verbreiten und manchen Aufschluß geben. Dieses Werk ist vorzugsweise für den
Architecten, Kunst- und Alterthums-Freund bestimmt….” Rupprecht, Fränkischer
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He would discuss the eastern choir (St. George’s Choir) as an example of the Old
Byzantine style, the western choir (St. Peter’s Choir) as Old Gothic, and the western
crossing as a New Byzantine style which, as he had determined with Klenze’s support,
demonstrated the transition between the styles found in the choirs.500 Klenze “especially
recommended” that Rupprecht make further drawings of the sculpture in the southern
arm of the transept “because the architecture of this part of the cathedral constitutes the
transition from Byzantine to the Gothic.”501 While the southern transept is not the most
lavishly sculpted section of the cathedral, striking elements include, along the north side,
the southern choir screen of the western choir, and in the southern wall, a large rose
window [fig. 4.8 j-1 and j-2]. The district council directly blamed Rupprecht’s studies
for the slow progress of the renovation, but apparently it was outranked in this respect by
Klenze’s active encouragement of Rupprecht’s research. In defending himself from the
council’s accusations that he was proceeding too slowly, Rupprecht emphasized that
Klenze had “repeatedly … particularly asked him to investigate the nature of the old and
new Byzantine style, the distinction between which expresses itself precisely here [at
Bamberg Cathedral] so clearly… because this is the most important evidence for the
architect of the Ludwigskirche, which His Majesty intends to have built precisely in this
Merkur no. 45 (Feb. 14, 1831), quoted in Schemmel, Friedrich Karl Rupprecht 17791831, 158-9.
500
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 157-61.
501
“Oberbaurat Leo von Klenze hatte Rupprecht ‘besonders empfohlen’, die Bauplastik
im südlichen Querschiff weiterzuzeichnen, ‘weil die Architektur dieses Theils des Domes
den Uebergang vom Byzantinischen zum Gotischen bildet […].” Hans-Schuller,
Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 143, quoting district engineer Schierlinger to the
local district council, August 2, 1831 (citing Staatsarchiv Bamberg. Rep. K3 GII/2 14319
v. 1), and Rupprecht to the cathedral chapter, August 2, 1831 (citing Staatsarchiv
Bamberg. Rep. K3 GII/2 14319 v. 1). Cf. quotations from Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv
– Geheimes Hausarchiv München, NL Ludwig I. 48/5/31-Nr. 6 in Hans-Schuller,
Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 190 and 193.
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style [emphasis retained from the original].”502 Another aspect of Rupprecht’s constant
effort to understand the Byzantine style was his proposal for a parish altar to replace
Wurzer’s, on which Rupprecht had already begun work in 1826 [fig. 4.8 k]. Rupprecht
based his plan from the start on the ornamental and figural sculpture of the northern and
southern screens of St. George’s Choir, which soon became the paradigm of his Old
Byzantine style.503 As he discovered new Byzantine motifs elsewhere in the cathedral he
continued to add to the proposal for, as he noted, “the Byzantine building style forbids
the repetition of the same ornament on one and the same object.”504 The use of the
incidental had become the guiding principle: in this sense, like Heß in his frescoes at the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle, Rupprecht had found a way to mediate between Ludwig’s desire
to evoke time and place and Klenze’s idealism. On his proposal for a figure of Kunigunde
for the altar [fig. 4.8 l] he wrote:
In the cartoon submitted representing [a figure of] the saintly Kunigunde precisely
in the same size in which it should be carried out on the altar, I remark further that
I have given her intentionally the Greek Byzantine crown, scepter, robe and the
502

“…wiederholt … ans Herz gelegt hat, um die Charakteristick des alt und neu
byzantinischen Styls auszuforschen, wo sich gerade hier die Scheidungslinie so deutlich
ausspricht […] weil solche der wichtigste Anhaltspunkt für den Architekten der
Ludwigskirche sind, welche S. Majestät genau in diesem Style gebaut wissen wollen
[Hervorhebungen von Rupprecht],” Rupprecht to the Bamberg Cathedral Chapter, Aug.
2, 1831, quoted in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” pp. 50 and 51
and nn. 591 and 621, citing Staatsarchiv Bamberg Rep. K3 GII/2 14319 v. 1. Curiously,
despite the intensity of Klenze’s focus on Bamberg’s German Byzantine style with regard
to the Ludwigskirche, Bamberg played little role in his renovation of St. Salvator,
Donaustauf (as discussed in Chapter Two).
503
See Bernhard Schemmel, “Entwürfe für den Pfarraltar von 1826/29. Domrestaurierung
und Pfarraltar 1826/31,” in Baumgärtel-Fleischmann, Altäre des Bamberger Doms, 24253.
504
“…der byzantinische Baustyl die Wiederholung derselben Verzierung an einem und
demselben Gegenstand verbietet...,” Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” 142 (also n. 616 and p. 162), citing a letter by Schierlinger of June 13,
1831, transmitting Rupprecht’s position to the local district council in Bayreuth)
(Staatsarchiv Bamberg, Rep. K3 GII/2 14319 v. 1).
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model of the earlier state of the cathedral, in order to draw her back thoroughly to
that era and so to satisfy the historians and archaeologists.505
Rupprecht’s image of Henry II’s wife, St. Kunigunde, as a “Byzantine queen”
demonstrates how fully Rupprecht believed he could base his concept of what was
Byzantine on models close at hand, assuming they reflected a Byzantium in which the
Eastern Roman Empire would have recognized itself.
Unfortunately, Rupprecht’s studies soon came to an end despite such
encouragement. By late September, his apparently like-minded assistant requested that an
artist be employed to document the painting being uncovered in the apse vault of the
western choir, as Rupprecht was bedridden and the colors were fading with exposure to
air.506 This request seems to have gone unheeded. The following month Rupprecht died,
apparently in part due to the stress of his constant work at the cathedral. He left behind
200 drawings and 10 octavo notebooks documenting the preparations for and the course
of his work at Bamberg, including pencil sketches.507

505

“Bei dem vorgelegten Carton, die heilige Cunigundis, genau in derselben Größe, wie
solche an dem Altar ausgeführt werden soll, vorstellend, bemerke ich noch, daß ich
derselben absichtlich die griechische byzantinische Krone, Zepter, Gewand und das
Modell des früheren Zustandes der Domkirche gegeben habe, um sie durchgängig jenem
Zeitaltar näher zu rücken und so den Historiker und Archäologen zu befriedigen.“ HansSchuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” p. 52 and n. 632.
506
Friedrich Karl Rupprecht, letter dated February 5, 1827, in Archiv des Erzbistums
Bamberg, Rep. 2, no. 2310/7, quoted in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
“Restauration,” p. 70 and n. 806 (as numbered in text) / 807 (as numbered in endnotes).
507
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” pp. 7, 18 and nn. 126-128.
Friedrich Karl Rupprecht died in Bamberg on October 25, 1831.
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6. Byzantine Bamberg 2: The Restoration under Heideloff
While Rupprecht’s careful records were preserved, his successor, Karl Alexander
Heideloff, did not keep equivalent records of his own work.508 This, and Heideloff’s
willingness to act without consulting Ludwig first, presumably pleased the Bamberg
Cathedral Chapter and the district council in Bayreuth. In June 1832, before Heideloff
had begun to work at Bamberg, Supliz Boisserée came to see the traces of paint
discovered under Rupprecht’s watch and particularly noted those in the western apse
vault, but apparently he did not concern himself with the future of the restoration
campaign.509
Heideloff began his work that August, according to the report of the building
inspector, by replacing Bamberg Cathedral’s problematic floor with tiles in what he
believed, on the basis of his excavations at the site, matched those of its original,
Byzantine floor.510 By December Heideloff had set about restoring the paintings without
508

The restoration of Bamberg Cathedral was entrusted to Heideloff on Nov. 12, 1831.
Urs Boeck, Karl Alexander Heideloff, Mitteilungen des Verein für Geschichte der Stadt
Nürnberg, v. 48 (Nuremberg: Verein für Geschichte der Stadt Nürnberg, 1958), 351.
509
Sulpiz Boisserée in Bamberg: “Dom. Spuren alter Gemälde am Peters-Chor. Gegen
West. der Georg-Chor gegen Osten an diesem letzten Bildwerke an der Chorwand wie
dort die Malereien in den Neben-Gängen an der Chorwand. An dem Peters-Chor dort
Süd-Seite Maria in der Mitte über ihr als Brust-Bild Christus oder Gott Vater. Dann 8
Apostel zu jeder Seite 4, über jedem ein Engel als Brust Bild.” Entry for June 18, 1832,
Boisserée, Tagebücher, 1808-1854, v. 2, 679. Heideloff hadn’t yet touched the paintings;
his restoration work on Bamberg Cathedral began in August, 1832 Hans-Schuller,
Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” n. 720. At this date, Boisserée was not in a
position to interfere with the renovations (at least officially), though in 1835 he would be
appointed General Conservator of the Sculptural and Architectural [„plastische“]
Monuments of Bavaria (see Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms,
269).
510
“Bei seiner jüngsten Anwesenheit dahier deutete der Baudirektor Heideloff an, daß
der fragliche Boden, nicht wie vorher mittelst viereckiger Platten, sondern im Geist der
Erbauungszeit des Domes hergestellt werden soll und versprach hierzu eine Zeichnung zu
fertigen… Daß die von dem Baudirektor Heideloff gegebene Zeichnung ganz dem
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further ado, including repainting the apse vault in a manner that had at best an uncertain
relationship to the original of 1240; a renovation in 1970 attempted to recover the
painting’s original state [fig. 4.8 m].511 The site inspector, however, wrote approvingly to
the district council in Bayreuth, starting with the apse vault:
The vaults of St. Peter’s Choir bore half vanished traces of painting of pretty
arabesques of human and bizarre forms. The city architect Heideloff of
Nuremberg restored several of the same with the practiced hand of an artist… and
created for the cathedral in this manner one of its most lovely ornaments, which is
similarly noteworthy in historical and artistic regard. Because the arabesques and
images were merely painted in outline, the original image could be reproduced
with that much more certainty…”512
That the building inspector considered these patterns to be arabesques reflects that,
whether intentionally or not, increasingly direct connections were being drawn by
Gärtner in Munich (with whom Heideloff was in contact) between Byzantine ornament
and that which would today be considered Islamic (as will be discussed in the next
byzantinischen Baustyle entspricht, dürfte aus folgendem zu entnehmen seyn: Als
nämlich ein Theil des Bodens durch Hinwegnahme der größtentheils zerbrochnen Platten
gereiniget war, zeigten sich 6 Zoll unter der Oberfläche desselben ein 2ter zwar ebenfalls
zerstörter Boden, jedoch war derselbe von Säule zu Säule mit Bändern von der Breite der
Säulenbasis versehen und bildete also Quadrate gleich der Heideloff’schen Zeichnung.”
Boeck, Karl Alexander Heideloff, 351, citing Bayerisches Staatsarchiv Bamberg, Rep. K
3, G. Bd. II b, report of the building inspector dated August 26, 1832.
511
Report of the Bamberg building inspector quoted at length in Hans-Schuller,
Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” p. 69 and nn. 799-803 (as numbered in text) /
800-804 (as numbered in endnotes); see also n. 807 (as numbered in text) / 808 (as
numbered in endnotes).
512
“Die Gewölbe des Sct. Peters Chors trugen halb erloschene Spuren von Malerey
schöner Arabesken menschlicher und bizarrer Gestalten. Der städt[ische] Architekt
Heideloff von Nürnberg restaurierte mehrere derselben mit Kunst geübter hand… und
verschaffte auf diese Weise dem Dome eine seiner schönsten Zierden, welche in
historische und artistischer Beziehung gleich merkwürdig sind. Da die Arabesken und
Bilder lediglich in Kontur gemahlt waren, so konnte die ursprüngliche Darstellung um so
sicherer ganz getreu wieder gegeben werden….” Letter of the building inspector dated
Oct. 24, 1832, Staatsarchiv Bamberg Rep. K3 GII/2 14319 v. 1, quoted in Hans-Schuller,
Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” p. 69 and n. 803 (as numbered in text) / 804 (as
numbered in endnotes).
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section.) By 1833, in any event, Heideloff had removed the traces of early paint from the
columns of the crypt and proposed creating coats-of-arms for the crypt in the Byzantine
style – that is, incised into the stone rather than in relief – for all of the Bamberg bishops
who had lost or never had a monument in the cathedral.513 As this proposal was not
carried out, it is not possible to know more precisely what he had had in mind. How he
had determined that engraving or sunk relief was Byzantine is unclear (little of the
architectural ornament or sculpture at Bamberg is carved in this manner); perhaps it was
because he considered flatness and a two-dimensional appearance essential to the style.
The idea appears to have been shared by Gärtner, as will be discussed in conjunction with
the Ludwigskirche in the next section.
Ludwig and Klenze seem to have been distracted as Heideloff began his efforts,
presumably thanks to the election of Ludwig’s son Otto to the throne of Greece on May
7, 1832.514 This had occurred largely through the diplomatic efforts of the longtime
leader of Philhellenist efforts in Bavaria, Friedrich Thiersch (1784-1860), a Protestant
whom some had derided for bringing Northern ideas to Southern Germany. Actually,
with Ludwig’s staunch support, Thiersch had begun strengthening contacts between the
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On the removal of undocumented traces of early paint from the crypt columns see
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 178. On his further plans for the
crypt Heideloff wrote: “Durch das Arrangement [providing memorials for bishops who
had none] dürfte dem unterirdischen Gewölbe mehr Interesse und Bedeutsamkeit
verliehen werden, ohne daß dadurch die Kosten sich besonders erhöhen würden, indem
diese Wappen etc. nach byzantinischer Art nicht relief, sondern in vertieft gehauen[en],
darauf mit schwarzem Kitt auszulegenden einfachen Umrissen ausgeführt werden.”
Boeck, Karl Alexander Heideloff, 351, citing Heideloff’s report dated Jan. 26, 1833, in
Bayerisches Staatsarchiv Bamberg, Rep. K 3, G. Bd. II b.
514
Karl Dickopf, “Der Weg Griechenlands zur ‘Souveränität’—ein immer noch aktuelles
Lehrstück der Weltpolitik,” in Die Erträumte Nation: Griechenlands Wiedergeburt im
19. Jahrhundert, ed. Reinhard Heydenreuter, Jan Murken and Raimund Wünsche
(Munich: Biering und Brinkmann, 1995), 79-81.
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Bavarian Academy and the educated elite among Ottoman Greeks a decade before the
outbreak of the revolution.515 While for Ludwig, Otto’s election crowned his Philhellenic
endeavors with glory, the international press ridiculed the fate of the Greeks who had
won a Bavarian king rather than self-determination, much less democracy, at the end of
their decade of warfare.516 On Bavarian Constitution Day, which followed shortly on
May 27, hopes for liberalization in Bavaria, let alone Greece, were at a low point and
were marked by an impromptu protest in Franconia and, famously, a major demonstration
in the Royal Bavarian Land on the Rhine, near Speyer at Hambach Castle (the
Hambacher Fest).517 The Bavarian regime’s draconian response controlled further open
protest in Franconia, but was less successful in ending the stream of publications from the
Rhenish Palatinate that openly opposed Bavarian involvement in Greece and,
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Among his other Philhellenist activities, Thiersch had arranged for Greek students
from the Ottoman Empire to study in Bavarian and other German schools and
universities. Emanuel Turczynski, “Bayerns Anteil and der Befreiung und am
Staatsaufbau Griechenlands,” in Das neue Hellas, 43, citing Denkschrift der Akademie
der Wissenschaften zu München für die Jahre 1814-1815 v. 5 (Munich, 1817), xii ff., and
Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern, 479.
516
Ludwig Börne (1786-1837), a leading writer in the Young Germany (Junges
Deutschland) literary movement, was among those who spearheaded ridicule of Otto,
notably in his Briefe aus Paris, nos. 86, 89, 90, published 1832-34. Durnig the 1840s the
Berlin humorist Adolf Glaßbrenner (1810-76) continued what had become a comic
tradition of mocking Otto, until Glaßbrenner was banned from Prussia as a leading
democrat in the political protests of 1848. Arnold, „Der deutsche Philhellenismus,“ p.
155, n. 1 and p. 157, n. 2.
517
On the protest in Franconia (the Gaibacher Verfassungsfest) see Rudolf Endres,
“Franken und Bayern im Vormärz und in der Revolution von 1848/49,” in “Vorwärts
vorwärts...” [v. 2], 207-09. For a discussion of the significance of the Hambacherfest for
developing a sense of local German, as opposed to Bavarian identity see Celia Applegate,
Nation of Provincials: The German Idea of Heimat (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of Califorinia Press, 1990), 27.
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specifically, the sending of Bavarian troops and taxes to support Otto, as
unconstitutional.518
Ludwig’s immediate reaction to Heideloff’s work in Bamberg does not appear to
be recorded, but is suggested by his response to growing pressure from Regensburg to
take on urgently needed repairs. At the end of 1833, Ludwig forbade all restoration at
Regensburg Cathedral excepting the most critical repairs to the windows, until he could
personally determine their necessity on site, as
fear siezes me every time that I hear of the restoration of honorable antiquities,
like the majestic cathedral in Regensburg, because I have seen so many
disfigurations in similar cases. The only cathedral still maintained unaltered, the
cathedral at Regensburg, is too dear to me….519
When, however, Heideloff finally turned to Munich for approval of his new, Byzantinestyle proposals for furnishing Bamberg Cathedral, they were harshly criticized [fig. 4.8
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The mayor of Würzburg was convicted with the charge of high treason and jailed for
15 years for his spontaneous speech on Constitution Day in Franconia: see Endres,
“Franken und Bayern im Vormärz,” 208. Meanwhile, the Bavarian regime censured and
arrested Georg Friedrich Kolb, editor of the Neue Speyerer Zeitung, for his support of the
Hambacher Fest, but failed to gain a conviction. See Neue Deutsche Biographie, Bd. 12
(Berlin: Duncker und Humblot, 1980), 441. Kolb underscored his journalistic efforts by
writing and publishing two further tracts within the year protesting Ludwig’s use of
Bavarian troops and taxes in support of his son: Über die Sendung baierischer Truppen
nach Griechenland and Über eine nähere politische Verbindung Baierns mit
Griechenland.
519
Ludwig I to Bishop Schwäbl, Dec. 31, 1833: “Schrecken ergreift mich jedesmal, wenn
Ich von Restauration ehrwürdiger Alterthümer, wie die herrliche Domkirche in
Regensburg ist, höre, da ich so manche Verunstaltung in ähnlichen Fällen, gesehen habe.
Der einzige, noch unverändert erhaltene Dom zu Regensburg ist mir zu lieb…”, quoted
and discussed in Loers, “Barockausstattung des Regensburger Doms,” 248, citing
Bischöfliches Zentralarchiv Regensburg, Bischöfliches Domkapitel, Sitzungsprotokolle
1823-34, entry of Jan. 25, 1834, also quoted and discussed in Raasch, Restauration und
Ausbau des Regensburger Doms, 204 and 210, citing Hauptstaatsarchiv Amberg, KdI,
Abgabe 49, 15372, letter of Dec. 31, 1833 from Ludwig to Schwäble (copy).
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n].520 Unlike Rupprecht, who had continuously worked to incorporate varied motifs from
Bamberg Cathedral into his high altar design (abandoned upon his death), Heideloff had
looked elsewhere for models for his designs, and particularly to the pulpit that Henry II
(r. 1002-24) had given Aachen Cathedral while ruling as king but before being crowned
emperor in 1014 [fig. 4.8 o: pulpit of Henry II, Aachen, ca. 1002-14].521 From the
Aachen pulpit Heideloff had incorporated the golden, gem-studded rows of recessed
square fields, with bosses at their centers and at the intersections of the stiles and rails
framing them. The central relief of St. Peter in Heideloff’s altar design also echoed the
solid, rounded forms and contrapposto stance of the sixth-century pagan ivory panels set
into the fields along the outer sides of Henry II’s pulpit.522 Ludwig, however, was not
interested in these furnishings, and it has been suggested that this was due their
polychromy.523 While Heideloff had to return to the drawing board, Ludwig and Klenze
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Heideloff presented his proposals for the pulpit, organ case, choir stalls and doors for
the eastern choir and main altars for both choirs in his “Erkundigungen Betreffs der
berühmten aus Kaiser Heinrichs Zeit herstammenden, im Dome zu Aachen sich
befindenen Evangelien Kanzel, von welcher ich mir genaue Beschreibung u[nd]
Zeichnung, Behufs einer Anwendung zu einer Nachahmung für den Bamberger Dom zu
beschaffen bemüht war…,” as cited and discussed in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom.
Seine “Restauration,” p. 80 and n. 880 (as numbered in text) / 881 (as numbered in
endnotes), who dates Heideloff’s report to Jan. 9, 1834, and Boeck, Karl Alexander
Heideloff, 352, who dates Heideloff’s report to Jan. 28, 1834.
521
Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” p. 80 and n. 880 (as numbered
in text) / 881 (as numbered in endnotes).
522
For a brief discussion of the pulpit of Henry II at Aachen see Peter Lasko, Ars Sacra
800-1200, 2nd ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994), 124-27.
523
Hubel, “Die beiden Restaurationen des Bamberger Domes,” 83. Because Hubel offers
no direct evidence of Ludwig’s objection to their polychromy, it is difficult to know
whether this is based on documentation or on conjecture in conformity with the scholarly
tendency (also evident in the work of Hans-Schuller and others) to insist on Ludwig’s
sustained interest in creating a monochrome interior at Bamberg. Whatever the true
nature of Ludwig’s objections, cost was not the problem, according to BaumgärtelFleischmann, “Die 30er und 40er Jahre des 19. Jahrhunderts,” in BaumgärtelFleischmann et al., Altäre des Bamberger Domes, 270.
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were preparing for their first trip to Greece, to help Otto build up the war-torn village of
Athens into a capital worthy of his new kingdom.524 While Thiersch was maneuvering in
Greece to have Otto appointed to the throne, his assistant was the young architect
Gottfried Semper, who had arrived in Greece to research ancient Greek polychromy.525
Semper had not bothered to disguise his dislike of Klenze nor of Gärtner (which he seems
to have inherited from his teacher Gau526), and perhaps not surprisingly had not found
another position in Greece under Otto; instead, he continued his research in Italy.527
Despite his differences with the leading Bavarian architects, Semper evidently embraced
the idea that medieval German polychromy was shared with Italy and derived from the
eastern Mediterranean, and he followed Bavarian renovations and research closely. In
publishing his Preliminary Remarks on Painted Architecture and Sculpture of the
Ancients in 1834, the work that helped bring him to Dresden and launched his
international reputation, he commented that

524

Ludwig and Klenze traveled to the Peloponnesus (and Nauplia, the provisional
capital) as well as Attica in July-October 1834. During these months Klenze revised the
proposed city plan, led conservation measures on the Acropolis, and pursued his
investigations of ancient Greek polychromy. Ilka Backmeister, “Leo von Klenze –
Biographischer Überblick,” in Leo von Klenze. Architekt zwischen Kunst und Hof, ed.
Nerdinger, 190, and Friedrich Wilhelm Hamdorf, “Klenzes archäologische Studien und
Reisen, seine Mission in Griechenland,” in Staatliche Antikensammlungen und
Glyptothek, Ein griechischer Traum, 154-95.
525
Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper: Architect of the Nineteenth Century, 43-46.
526
Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper: Architect of the Nineteenth Century, 26-27 and 52, esp.
n. 123. (P. 27 refers to an Eduard von Gärtner, but this is corrected to Friedrich von
Gärtner in the index.)
527
On leaving Greece in July 1832 Semper stayed two months in Pompeii before
traveling to Rome, where he found remains of color on Trajan’s Column, wrote his essay
Scoprimento d'antichi colori…, and met the patron of his first building (C.H. Donner, a
city councilman in Semper’s hometown, Altona), for whom he built a garden pavillion in
which he attempted to reconstruct ancient polychromy according to his research; see
Martin Fröhlich, Gottfried Semper (Zürich: Verlag für Architektur, 1991), 168, and
Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper: Architect of the Nineteenth Century, 46-52 and 62-63.
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The older monuments of Florence, Milan, Verona, Venice, and generally
speaking, of the whole of northern Italy, were colored. … Northern Italy in every
age and respect especially relied on the effect of color. Commerce with Greece
and the Levant undoubtedly induced this trend. Of special interest to Germany are
the polychrome works of old-German architecture in Innsbruck, Regensburg,
Nuremberg, Bamberg, and other places […] Through the efforts of Mr. Heideloff
of Nuremberg, the Bamberg Cathedral has recently emerged from the jumble of
its stucco dressing and arisen to its ancient glory.528
Semper had not had to rely on Thiersch to be kept up-to-date on Bavarian
investigations of medieval polychromy. In 1825 he had traveled to Munich to study with
Gärtner and, though he had quickly given up on Gärtner, he had remained in Bavaria,
visiting his Hamburg friend Theodor Bülau (1800-61) in Regensburg before moving to
Paris to study with Gau.529 Bülau, with whom Semper stayed in contact for many years,
had remained in Regensburg studying its architecture with his colleague Justus Popp
(1803-79).530 The first six installments of Bülau’s and Popp’s Architecture of the Middle
Ages in Regensburg came out in the same year as Semper’s Preliminary Remarks; the
completed work was quickly published in French translation, more grandly entitled The
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Gottfried Semper in Vorläufige Bemerkungen über bemalte Architektur und Plastik
bei den Alten (Altona: J.H. Hammerich, 1834), quoted in Semper, Four Elements of
Architecture, 69. It is not clear to me what monuments Semper had in mind in Innsbruck,
Austria (the only non-Bavarian German city he mentions); in Regensburg he was almost
certainly referring to Popp’s and Bülau’s work, discussed below; for Nuremburg he may
have consulted with Heideloff, though Heideloff himself seems to have been more
interested in documenting architectural sculpture than architectural painting; as far as I
have discovered, he left little written indication of his thoughts on medieval polychromy.
529
Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper: Architect of the Nineteenth Century, 16-18. Semper
announced and recommended Bülau’s and Popp’s forthcoming publication in his
Vorläufige Bemerkungen über bemalte Architektur (1834) (see Semper, Four Elements of
Architecture, 69 and n. 17.)
530
Semper, Four Elements of Architecture, 69 and 299 n. 16, where Mallgrave adds that
several letters from Bülau of the years 1835-52 are in the Semper archives at the ETHZürich, Hönggerberg.
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Three Ages of Gothic Architecture.531 For Bülau and Popp, the architecture of the Middle
Ages “belonged to no people in particular,” as “it is the continuation of the Greek
style.”532 The German (Deutsch) style (called “gothique” in the French version, which
also used this term to describe the Middle Ages as a whole) was the culmination of these
developments when, after “passing through various transitional epochs, it attained its
greatest perfection.”533 While the early churches of Rome, and of all of Italy, were
imitations of Greek temples,
The further one went, in terms of the type of covering, from the first imitation of
the Greek temples, which exercised a considerable influence on the disposition of
the walls, the more the style became original; and as the change from coffered
ceilings to round-arch vaults occurred above all during the epoch of the Greek
empire, the style of this period is called correctly the Byzantine. Greek
architecture was in decline, it sought refuge in its ancient cradle; nevertheless, the
seat of modern Greece [i.e., Byzantium] in Egypt does not appear to have been
without influence on the dawning taste.534

531

Justus Popp and Theodor Bülau, Die Architectur des Mittelalters in Regensburg
dargestellt durch den Dom, die Jakobskirche, die alte Pfarre und einige andere
Ueberreste deutscher Baukunst (Regensburg: privately printed, 1834-39). The French
translation appeared as Les trois âges de l’architecture gothique, représentés par des
exemples choisis à Ratisbonne… ouvrage traduit de l’allemand, et accompagné des
quarante-huit planches de l’édition originale et d’une planche additionnelle complétant
la théorie (Paris: Librairie de l’architecture de Bance aîné, 1841).
532
“L’architecture du moyen-âge, quant à son origine, n’appartient à aucun people en
particulier. Elle est la continuation du style grec….” Popp and Bülau, Les trois âges de
l’architecture gothique, 1.
533
“En passant par diverses époques de transition, elle atteint sa plus haute perfection
dans le type gothique.” Popp and Bülau, Les trois âges de l’architecture gothique, 1.
534
“Plus on s’éloigna, quant au genre de couverture, de la première imitation des temples
grecs, ce qui exerça une influence considérable sur la disposition des murs, plus le style
devint original; et comme le changement des soffites en voûtes plein-cintre se rencontre
surtout à l’époque de l’empire grec, le style de cette période est appelée avec raison le
byzantin. L’architecture grecque étant en décadence, elle alla se réfugier dans son ancien
berceau; néanmoins, le siège du grec moderne en Égypte ne paraît pas avoir étée sans
influence sur le goût naissant.” Popp and Bülau, Les trois âges de l’architecture gothique,
1. For a definition and illustration of a summertree (or summer), see Francis D. K. Ching,
A Visual Dictionary of Architecture (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1995), 107.
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To exemplify the Byzantine style, Popp and Bülau chose St. Jacob’s Church (also called
the Schottenkirche, 1120-90) [fig. 4.12]:
The church of Saint Jacob in Regensburg, as that work will make known in all its
parts, is constructed in the Byzantine style. The nave of this basilica has a
coffered ceiling, and the profiles of this church carry imprints that clearly prove
their Greek origin.535
The emphasis on a ceiling supported by soffites (summers: horizontal beams supporting
girders), distinguished this understanding of the Byzantine style from that which
Rupprecht and Klenze had derived from the eastern end of Bamberg Cathedral (which
Popp and Bülau do not mention).
The parish church of the former imperial abbey of St. Emmeram, St. Rupert’s
(second half of the eleventh century, with many subsequent changes and additions),
exemplified Popp’s and Bülau’s Transitional Style [fig. 4.13]. Popp and Bülau explained
that this style, “whether because of the progress of the exact sciences, or the study of the
requirements of the climate, or even the desire to create a national style, or finally all
these causes together,” developed gradually between the tenth and thirteenth centuries
alongside the continued popularity of the Byzantine style.536 The key advances were the
introduction of the ogee arch— meaning, for them, any pointed arch— and the vaulting
of the nave, which permitted the opening up of the walls while requiring the addition of
exterior buttressing. This style was essentially identical to the New Byzantine style that
535

“L’église de Saint-Jacques à Ratisbonne, que cet ouvrage fera connaître dans toute ses
parties, est construite dans le style byzantin. La nef principale de cette basilique a un
soffite, et les profils de cette église portent des empreintes, qui prouvent évidemment leur
origine grecque.” Popp and Bülau, Les trois âges de l’architecture gothique, 1.
536
“Soit que ce fussent des progrès dans les sciences exactes, ou des études sur les
exigences du climat, ou bien le désir de crér un style national, ou enfin toute ces causes
réunies…” Popp and Bülau, Les trois âges de l’architecture gothique, 1.
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Rupprecht and Klenze had located in the transept at Bamberg (which Rupprecht and
Klenze had also considered to be transitional). [fig. 4.8 j]. The subsequent style
demonstrated how, eventually, the Germanic peoples so fully adapted and rejuvenated the
Transitional, or New Byzantine art and architecture in their midst that they made it their
own:
just as the Greeks imprinted upon Egyptian art the seal of liberty and victory, like
that of their noble origin and of their serene sky, so too the Germanic peoples,
pure in origin and free like them, revived with energy the Greek art which had
degenerated, and spread it through their victories throughout Europe, in
submitting it to the inspiration of their robust taste.537
At Regensburg Cathedral, Popp’s and Bülau’s representative example of the style,
…The most scrupulous specialists look in vain for a foreign origin for the details
of this monument. Calculated for our climate, ornamented with foliage of our
forests, with the flowers, the fruits and the animals of our country, with the
traditions of our religion and of our history, it is only in the beauty of the whole
that one recognizes the Greek origins of the Gothic [here defined as German]
style.538
In discussing the transition from Byzantine to German polychromy, Popp and Bülau
followed Fiorillo and Stieglitz, explaining that stained glass was an ingenious, German
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“Ainsi que les Grecs imprégnèrent à l’art égyptien le sceau de la liberté et de la
victoire, comme de leur noble origine et de leur ciel serein, ainsi les Germains, d’origine
pure et libres comme eux, relevèrent avec énergie l’art grec qui dégénérait, et le
répandirent par leurs victoires dans toute l’éurope, en le soumettant aux inspirations de
leur goût hardi.” Popp and Bülau, Les trois âges de l’architecture gothique, 2.
538
“Le connaisseur le plus scrupuleux cherchait en vain une origine étrangère aux détails
de ce monument. Calculé pour notre climat, orné du feuillage de nos forêts, des fleurs,
des fruits et des animaux de notre pays, des traditions de notre religion et de notre
histoire, ce n’est que dans la beauté de l’ensemble que l’on peut y reconnaître l’origine
greque du style gothique.” Popp and Bülau, Les trois âges de l’architecture gothique, 2.
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invention designed to compensate for the unsuitability of Byzantine-style frescoes for the
Northern climate.539

7. Byzantine Bamberg 3: Gärtner Takes Over
What King Ludwig thought of Semper’s comments on Bavarian developments is
not clear, but shortly after returning from Greece, Ludwig took responsibility for the
renovations at Bamberg away from Heideloff and gave it, along with responsibility for
the Regensburg renovations, to Friedrich von Gärtner, to whom Klenze increasingly had
to cede his authority.540 Gärtner spent little time in Bamberg, delegating most day-to-day
responsibilities to the royal building inspector Friedrich Panzer and, despite Ludwig’s
apparent dissatisfaction with Heideloff’s contributions, allowing Heideloff continued
influence. Nevertheless, of Heideloff’s proposed furnishings, only the doors and his reworked proposal for a Byzantine altar in the eastern choir (1835-37) were carried out
according to his designs, which were based on the relief sculpture of the northern screen
of the eastern choir, although the altar was now to be placed in the western (Gothic)
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“Les vitraux de couleur sont une compensation très ingénieuse des peintures grecques.
Il est certain que les anciens maîtres savaient apprécier l’éclat des couleurs, mais
l’humidité et les changemens subits de la température de notre climat, en donnant bientôt
un air délabré et sombre à tous les ornemens de ce genre, lors même qu’ils se trouvent
dans des endroits couverts, durent les amener à remplacer ces peintures éphémères par
des créations plus durables; le verre coloré leur en fournit les moyens, et le soleil vint
chaque jour refléter sur les sveltes colonne de leurs temples les nuances brillantes des
mille couleurs de leurs vitraux peints.“ Popp and Buleau, Les trois âges de l’architecture
gothique, 7.
540
Gärtner was entrusted with the renovation of Bamberg Cathedral on Dec. 26, 1834.
Boeck, Karl Alexander Heideloff, 351.
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choir.541 Heideloff was, however, so pleased with this altar that he published it in 1838 as
a model “High Altar in the Byzantine Style” [fig. 4.8 p].542 Meanwhile, his re-worked
proposal for a high altar in the western choir [fig. 4.8 q] appears to have served as the
basis for the high altar carried out by Friedrich Panzer under Gärtner’s direction, as
Gärtner took far less interest in interpreting the cathedral than had either Rupprecht or
Heideloff. Since the high altar designed for the western choir was now to be used for the
eastern choir, the most substantial changes to Heideloff’s design are those that draw on
the southern screen of the eastern choir, i.e., in the end, the altars of both choirs were
executed in the Old Byzantine style [fig. 4.8 r]. Gärtner’s interest in Byzantium and its
style, as will be seen in the next section, had embarked on a different course.
The cathedral chapter in Bamberg had been pleased with the definition of their
cathedral as Byzantine, inasmuch as they had opposed the installation of stained glass
there in the first place (as they also opposed other proposed changes to the New Roman
furnishings). For them, stained glass was not inappropriate to the building’s style (the
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On Heideloff’s continued influence see Boeck, Karl Alexander Heideloff, 352; on the
execution of his proposed doors see Manfred F. Fischer, “Creator et Conservator: Der
Denkmalpfleger,” in Nerdinger, Friedrich von Gärtner. Ein Architektenleben, 162; on his
altar designed for the eastern choir see cat. nos. 122 and 128-29 in BaumgärtelFleischmann et al., Altäre des Bamberger Domes, 270-71 and 278-79. At the time
Heideloff created his altar designs, the high altar was located in the western choir, so that
his design for this choir was more elaborate. Under Gärtner, however, the high altar was
relocated to the eastern choir. Heideloff’s (western) high altar design appears to have
formed the basis for the altar that was finally carried out for the eastern choir, but several
other hands contributed to it as well. See cat. nos. 123 and 127 in BaumgärtelFleischmann et al., Altäre des Bamberger Domes, 270 and 272-78. Back in Nuremberg,
Heideloff continued to employ Ludwig’s name as support for his increasingly unpopular
efforts to preserve Gothic architecture and to build in the Gothic style: see Götz, “Carl
Alexander Heideloff und der ‘Typus der Stadt Nürnberg,’” 536.
542
The altar design was published as plate 3 in Karl Alexander von Heideloff, Der
christliche Altar archäologisch und artistisch dargestellt (Nuremberg, 1838). See cat. no.
129 in Baumgärtel-Fleischmann et al., Altäre des Bamberger Domes, 279.
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objection that seems to have been foremost in the minds of Ludwig and his architectural
commission), but rather to its very function as a (Catholic) church.543 In this matter the
clergy’s objections to the renovation were resolved without conflict, but in general its
continued allegiance to the New Roman style as the Catholic style found ever less
resonance in Munich. The grand furnishings by Justus Glesker (a Protestant from Lower
Saxony who had trained in Rome and who, largely on the basis of his subsequent
renovation of Bamberg Cathedral, had become the most renowned sculptor of midseventeenth-century Germany544) aroused particular passion. Initially, Ludwig had only
questioned Wurzer’s high altar; it seems Heideloff had introduced the idea of a far more
comprehensive replacement of the furnishings with ones of his own design. This idea met
with Gärtner’s approval, although rather than using Heideloff’s proposals, he redesigned
most of the furnishings according to his own taste.545 Under Gärtner, such stylistic
purification picked up speed. Though he had studied under Karl von Fischer, the
architecture professor who had rejected Betz’s first proposal for Bamberg Cathedral on
the grounds that the cathedral was “worthy to be maintained in its full authenticity,”
Gärtner held greater admiration for Wiebeking, the apparent progenitor of many of
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As Rupprecht indicated in the letter to Boerner of June 12, 1828, cited above: “Selbst
der Plan, die vorräthichen Glasfenster einzusetzen, ist vorzugsweise durch den hiesigen
Maler Dorn hintertrieben worden, der behauptete, die Kirche würde dadurch finster
werden… auch sei so etwas gar nicht für eine Kirche geeignet. Daß solche Behauptungen
bei dem Domcapitel vollen Applaus finden, versteht sich von selbst.“ Hans-Schuller,
Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” p. 88 and n. 981 (as numbered in text) / 982 (as
numbered in endnotes).
544
Dümler, Bamberger Kaiserdom, 50.
545
Loers, “Barockausstattung des Regensburger Doms,” 244.
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Ludwig’s purifying renovations.546 Within his first year at Bamberg and Regensburg, he
auctioned off or destroyed all the New Roman furnishings at both cathedrals.547 This
purification process began his exercise in clearly defining these cathedrals as major
Byzantine and German monuments for Bavaria.
Local opposition to Gärtner’s measures at Bamberg Cathedral had led to the
closure of the cathedral in late 1836.548 In August 1837 Gärtner concluded his
replacement of the furnishings with works of his and Heideloff’s design. Days before the
cathedral’s re-opening was to be celebrated, Gärtner allowed that one final project
remained unfinished. He proposed that the interior should be re-painted in a historicizing
manner, a project Rupprecht had discussed when he first wrote Ludwig in 1829. Gärtner
was convinced “that the restoration of this building, in my opinion, is so perfectly
successful, that if it wasn’t known through history, in later times it would not be regarded
as a work of the present century.”549 This judgment was perhaps made easier since he had
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Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms, 193-96 and Herman van
Bergeijk, “Hinter dem ‘Vorhang des schönen Lebens’. Gärtners Begegnung mit Italien,”
in Friedrich von Gärtner. Ein Architektenleben, 51-69; here, p. 51.
547
See Loers, “Barockausstattung des Regensburger Doms,” 249, and Hubel, “Die beiden
Restaurationen des Bamberger Domes,” 84-85. Regensburg Cathedral’s renovations were
not completed until 1841 per Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms,
208.
548
Hubel, “Die beiden Restaurationen des Bamberger Domes,” 85.
549
“…daß die Restauration dieses Gebäudes, meiner Ansicht nach so vollkommen
gelungen ist, daß wenn diese nicht durch die Geschichte bekannt würde, sie in spätherer
Zeit nicht als ein Werk aus dem gegenwärtigen Jahrhundert betrachtet werden würde.”
Friedrich von Gärtner, letter of August 23, 1837, quoted in Hubel, “Die beiden
Restaurationen des Bamberger Domes,” 85, citing Alexander von Reitzenstein, “Akten
zur Geschichte des Bamberger Domes. Restaurierung 1826-1841,” typescript ms., n.d.
(ca. 1934), 102-05, which is a copy of Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Geheimes
Hausarchiv München, Nachlaß König Ludwigs I, 48-5-31. See also Frank Büttner,
“Gärtner und die Nazarener,” in Friedrich von Gärtner. Ein Architektenleben 1791-1847.
Mit den Briefen an Johann Martin von Wagner, ed. Winfried Nerdinger, 130, and Hans249

dropped the effort at historical analysis of the cathedral that had so engaged Rupprecht
and Klenze. However, Gärtner added, “the present condition is monotone,“ although the
remains of color found on the walls “indicate undeniably that the entire cathedral was
richly gilded and painted, which can also be proven historically. Involuntarily the desire
comes to mind to see this monument too fully restored in its earlier adornment.550
Apparently, Heideloff’s more limited renovations of the paint traces now seemed
insufficient; Gärtner’s proposal for a comprehensive interior program of gilt as well as
painted surfaces suggests the influence of Heß’s work at the Allerheiligenhofkapelle as
much as the influence of the evidence Rupprecht had found in situ.
If Gärtner was hoping that Ludwig would announce a campaign to paint the
interior at the ceremonial re-dedication on August 25th, Ludwig’s birthday, he was
disappointed. While Ludwig likely shared Gärtner’s view that the interior was less than
ideal, he was either too financially or otherwise overextended in his other projects, or too
disappointed in the developments at Bamberg since Rupprecht’s death, to undertake such
a project.551 Neither he nor any member of his family bothered to attend the concluding
festivities.552 An article in the journal Kunstblatt, meanwhile, stated that Gärtner had
lacked consideration for the cathedral chapter; the restoration was further criticized for

Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration,” 69 and n. 804 (as numbered in text) /
805 (as numbered in endnotes).
550
“…der jetzige Zustand monoton ist.... [Farbreste] deuten aber unleugbar darauf hin,
daß der ganze Dom reich vergoldet und bemalt war, was auch geschichtlich
nachgewiesen ist. Unwillkürlich drängt sich der Wunsch auf, dieses Denkmal auch ganz
in seinem früheren Schmuck wieder hergestellt zu sehen.” Ibid.
551
Büttner, in “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 130, offers his opinion that Ludwig probably
shared Gärtner’s estimation of the interior, as seems to be supported by Ludwig’s
eventual decision to paint Speyer Cathedral in very much the manner Gärtner had
proposed for Bamberg.
552
Dümler, Bamberger Kaiserdom. 1000 Jahre, 59.
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offences against liturgical necessities and for the placement and furnishing of altars
“contrary to the ritual.”553 The dean of the cathedral, Friedrich Brenner, who must have
forgotten that the interior had been painted white before the restoration began,
complained in an anonymous but easily attributed pamphlet published that in its
refurbished state the building looked “entirely too cold, frosty, uniform and corresponded
too little to the splendor of the Catholic service.”554 Similar assessments were
communicated to Sulpiz Boisserée, who had been appointed General Conservator of the
Sculptural and Architectural [plastische] Monuments of Bavaria in 1835 – as Gärtner’s
campaign began – and so presumably shared some responsibility for the result.555

8. The Little Byzantine
Heideloff’s response to Gärtner’s work was among the most positive public
acknowledgements he received. Though he had not attempted to document the changes
he had made at Bamberg, Heideloff had made studies of its architectural ornament which,
together with studies of the ornament on other Byzantine buildings in German lands, and
553

Joachim Heinrich Jäck, “Ueber die Restauration des Bamberger Doms,” Kunstblatt
no. 18 (1837): 426, quoted and discussed in Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des
Regensburger Doms, p. 232 and n. 170.
554
“gar zu kalt, frostig, einförmig und der Pracht des katholischen Gottesdienstes zu
wenig entsprechend.” [Friedrich Brenner], Einige Worte über die Wiederherstellung des
Domes zu Bamberg bei seiner Wiedereröffnung am 25. August 1837 (Bamberg, 1837),
quoted and discussed in Bruno Neundorfer and Walter Milutzki, “Das 20. Jahrhundert,”
in Baumgärtel-Fleischmann et al., Altäre des Bamberger Domes, 292, and Renate
Baumgärtel-Fleischmann, “30er und 40er Jahre des 19. Jahrhunderts,” 259.
555
Sulpiz Boisserée, on his conversation with a “Prof. Reutter of Bamberg,” wrote
“Klagen über die Restauration des Doms Roheiten bei Entfernung der Grabmäler der
Fürst-Bischöfe und Domherren etc. Vandalismus gegen den Perücken-Stil; und Ignoranz
in Betreff auf Cultus und kirchliche Altertümer." Sulpiz Boisserée, Tagebücher, 18081854, 3:556-57, entry for October 17, 1839. On Boisserée’s appointment to the position
of General Conservator see Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms,
269.
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even a couple of examples from France and from manuscript illuminations, he published
as The Little Byzantine: Pocketbook of the Byzantine Building Style (Der kleine
Byzantiner. Taschenbuch des byzantinischen Baustyles), dedicated to Gärtner.556 On the
front and back covers, Heideloff depicted the rulers whose reigns, according to his
introduction, framed the flowering of the Byzantine style in German lands: Charlemagne,
crowned Holy Roman Emperor in 800, on the front, and Emperor Ludwig IV, “the
Bavarian”, who died in 1347, on the back [fig. 4.14 a].557 That German Byzantium had
begun with Charlemagne had been established by Stieglitz; that it had ended with Ludwig
the Bavarian was Heideloff’s own nod to the special role of Byzantium in Bavaria (even
if that role was more characteristic of nineteenth-century Bavaria than that of the Middle
Ages).
Most of the drawings in his book are of architectural ornaments Heideloff had
found in Franconian and Swabian churches in Bavaria and Württemberg. Especially well
represented are the Church of St. Sebaldus and the castle in Heideloff’s hometown,
Nuremberg.558 From the Imperial Chapel (Kaiserkapelle, a double chapel, ca. 1200) of
Nuremberg Castle, Heideloff illustrates a capital in the lower chapel depicting four eagles
facing outward in a circle, and comments that “the magnificent composition allows one to
correctly conclude, that it belongs to the time of Henry II (1007), just as the character is
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Karl Alexander Heideloff, Der kleine Byzantiner. Taschenbuch des byzantinischen
Baustyles zum Handgebrauch für Architekten und technische Lehranstalten (Nuremberg:
Riegel und Wiessner, 1837).
557
Ibid., 5-13.
558
Ten plates include diagrams of ornament from Nuremberg; of these, 5 plates include
diagrams of St. Sebaldus’s (11; 26-27; 31-32) and five of diagrams from various
buildings in the castle (1-2, 12, 25, 36).
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consonant with that of Bamberg Cathedral” [fig. 4.14 b].559 This suggests a shift from
Rupprecht’s dating of the extant building to the time of St. Otto, i.e., a century after
Henry’s death. The aggrandizing backdating suits the character of Heideloff’s illustration
of the capital in Nuremberg, which makes it look quite different from the capital seen
today in situ, on which the birds are rather less fierce and their features cruder [fig. 4.14
c].
The Rhineland is surprisingly poorly represented, beyond Worms Cathedral
(which Heideloff compares rather weakly to Bamberg, given the significant connections
to be drawn), and the Cathedral of Limburg an der Lahn, and the earlier portions of
Freiburg Minster.560 He noted that the Limburg church (begun ca. 1175-1200; dedicated
1235) [fig. 4.14 d] has particularly old and fine ornament, and illustrated three different
thick vegetal scrolls. Heideloff appears to have sought out buildings with broader
German national associations, including the cathedral at Gelnhausen (a site associated
with Frederick Barbarossa and his palace) and the Wartburg. A few ornaments he derived
from manuscripts and monuments in France and England. Given Heideloff’s conviction
that all of Bamberg Cathedral was Byzantine and that he confidently dated it and
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“Ein Kapitäl aus der sogenannten Kaisercapelle auf der Burg zu Nürnberg. Die
grossartige Composition lässt mit Recht schliessen, dass solche der Zeit Heinrich II.
(1007) angehört; so wie der Karakter übereinstimmend mit dem des Bamberger Domes
ist.” Heideloff, Der kleine Byzantiner, 18-19.
560
Heideloff still refers to Limburg Cathedral as a collegiate church; it had just been
raised to a cathedral in 1827. Diagrams of Worms Cathedral are on plates 3 and 4; the
similarity of column bases to “den besseren im Dom zu Bamberg” is noted in caption to
plate 4 (p. 16). This comparison is somewhat surprising given the much more evident and
significant comparisons to be made between design of Worms Cathedral and that of
Bamberg Cathedral. See discussion in Dümler, Bamberger Kaiserdom: 1000 Jahre Kunst
und Geschichte, 26-27 and 63, with bibliography. Diagrams of ornament at the collegiate
church of Limburg an der Lahn are found on plates 21-22 and 25, and of Freiburg
Minster on plates 21-22.
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Nuremberg’s Imperial Chapel two centuries or more too early, it is perhaps not surprising
that of his few examples from France, three are from the Abbey Church of St. Denis
outside Paris, and all of these appear to derive from the ambulatory and choir built under
Abbot Suger (1140-44), today famous as a point of origin for the Gothic style [fig. 4.14
e].561 Heideloff’s judgment that these are Byzantine ornaments probably derived both
from the heavy curvilinear foliate designs, not fundamentally different from those he had
found elsewhere, and from the round arches of St. Denis’ ambulatory windows. The finer
and more delicate quality of this architectural sculpture he attributed to a higher quality
stone than that found in Germany but, he added, the effect is not so splendid as at
Bamberg.562
A focus on the neglected church of the former monastery of Heilsbronn, closely
associated with the Prussian ruling family but now part of Bavaria, is likely due to
Heideloff’s efforts to secure a commission for its renovation as much as to a general
interest in the Hohenzollerns. Nevertheless, Heideloff’s Byzantium is broadly German
and, though centered well east of the Rhine, never concerned with the southern and
eastern Mediterranean regions from which this Byzantium presumably derived its
impulse, but only with the lands (France and England) to which German Byzantine
influence appears to have extended.
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Heideloff, Der kleine Byzantiner: diagrams of ornament at the Abbey Church of St.
Denis are included on plates 24 and 28; the arcades of Périgueux on plate 23, and St.
Peters, Northampton, and Sts. Peter and Paul, Kettering, Northamptonshire, on plate 32.
562
“Die Ornamente sind feiner und zarter gehalten als gewöhnlich die, welche in
Deutschland gefunden werden. Das feine Material mag dies begünstiget haben; dennoch
ist der Effect der Abtey St. Denis nicht so grossartig, als der, welchen der Dom zu
Bamberg hervorbringt.“ Heideloff, Der kleine Byzantiner, 21.
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His plates of Bamberg, meanwhile, are entirely devoted to the patterns painted on
the vaulting of the western choir (St. Peter’s Choir), which Rupprecht began to uncover
and Heideloff had re-painted [fig. 4.14 f-g]. In waxing enthusiastic about the traces of
paint and gilding found at Bamberg, Heideloff does not take on Rupprecht’s (and
Klenze’s) notion that this section of the building in fact demonstrated the completed
transition from Byzantine to Old Gothic; for Heideloff the entire church was Byzantine.
He now seems to have dated the structure back to Henry II (as evident in his comment
concerning Nuremberg Castle’s Imperial Chapel); the paint, however, he still considered
to be from the twelfth century, attributing it specifically to the patronage of St. Otto.563 It
is perhaps possible to read into Heideloff’s choice of motifs from Bamberg and his
determination to read the entire structure as exhibiting a style that was coming to be
defined by its painted (or mosaic) interiors, not only his support for Gärtner’s suggestion
that Bamberg should be re-painted but his hope that if this were to happen, he might
receive the commission, despite Ludwig’s evident displeasure at his earlier efforts. As
will become evident in the next chapter, even though Rupprecht had concerned himself
so deeply with the paint traces at Bamberg, it is Heideloff’s book, as opposed to that
which Rupprecht had been preparing with Klenze, that was fully in harmony with Gärtner
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“Vier verschiedene Muster von Balkgemälden in den Feldern (Kappen) der Gewölbe
des Peterschor im Dom zu Bamberg. Die Motive sind überaus schön gedacht und
sinnreich aufgelösst und gewiss aus der Zeit Otto des Heiligen, welcher im Jahre 1108
nach einem Brande die Kirche mit Malerei verschönert haben soll. // Der Vervasser hat
als Restaurateur des Domes viele Spuren dieser früheren Malerei nebst Vergoldung
entdeckt, deren Ornamente mit denen der Sculptur ganz übereinstimmten. — Die Farbe
des Plafond, von welchem unsere 4 Motive genommen sind, ist röthlicht grau gehalten,
der Grund hingegen sticht ins violette; die Ornamente selbst haben einen warmen
röthlichten Ton, mit Conturen von gebranntem rothen Oker.” Heideloff, Der kleine
Byzantiner, 19 and plates 13-16.
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in its focus on surface treatment to the exclusion of structure as the key to recreating the
past.

9. German Style Stained Glass and Classical Purity
In the meantime Ludwig, having assessed Regensburg Cathedral, had determined
that it was not in fact the unaltered structure he had cherished in 1833, but had been
spoiled by New Roman additions that had to be removed. Thus one of the more
expensive projects underway as the Bamberg renovation was being completed was the
replacement of the late-seventeenth-century crossing dome at Regensburg with its stucco
work and its fresco depicting heaven, as Ludwig considered it too disfiguring (deform).564
Despite the misgivings of the cathedral chapter, which argued that both the cost and the
delay in re-opening the cathedral would be excessive, this took place in January-July of
1837; by 1838 the crossing dome had been replaced with a groin vault inscribed with
Ludwig’s name and title.565 As Ludwig limited further additions to the polychromy to the
stained glass, without its New Roman dome or furnishings Regensburg’s interior was
more monochrome upon its completion than at the start of the renovation.566
Nevertheless, in the sermon given upon the re-opening of Regensburg cathedral, its dean,
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“…bestand der König auf der unverzüglichen Vorlage eines Kostenvoranschlags über
die Ersetzung der ‘deformen Kuppel.’” Gärtner to the Building Inspection, July 14, 1837,
quoted in Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms, pp. 205-06 and
225-27, and n. 133, citing Landbauamt Regensburg, Akten zur Domkirche, 167, 1836-40.
Ludwig also had those altarpieces that were missing cheaply replaced by students at the
art academy. Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms, 231. On the
crossing dome see Loers, “Barockausstattung des Regensburger Doms,” 230.
565
Ibid.
566
Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms, 231-32.
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Melchior Diepenbrock, expressed his delight: the Gothic style appears to have suited
Regensburg’s tastes more than the (unfinished) Byzantine style suited Bamberg’s.567
Whether intended or not, the removal of Regensburg’s spatial as well as
iconographical center, its stuccoed and frescoed dome, had not only purified the Germanstyle building of later additions but also of elements considered proper to the earlier,
Byzantine style.568 For Ludwig, who never considered stained glass capable of conveying
complex iconographical programs, such programs were the near-exclusive province of
Byzantine-style buildings. (The degree to which his conception of the domed, frescoed,
clear-glazed and spatially uninterrupted Byzantine interior drew on post-Reformation,
and even specifically Jesuit precedent went unrecognized.) The German-Byzantine style
could claim classical simplicity in its geometrical forms, if not in its gilded and frescoed
walls, thanks to its supposed ancient Greek heritage. At the same time, the paint-free,
monochrome walls of the purified version of Regensburg, with its simplicity
(Einfachheit) and grandeur (Erhabenheit), expressed what was understood as the German
style’s classical purity despite the anticlassical, spiritual effect attributed to its stained
glass windows. 569 This clear reference to Winckelmann underlines that in making the
transition from the Byzantine to the German style, medieval Germans had moved from
centuries of imitating the Greeks to true originality in the manner outlined by
Winckelmann, and had become, as Winckelmann had advocated, “great or if, possible,
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The sermon is quoted by Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms,
234, 238 and 250.
568
On the Baroque dome as Regensburg Cathedral’s iconographical as well as spatial
center see Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms, 225-26.
569
On the contradiction between the classical purity read into the monochrome walls and
the spiritual effect attributed to the stained glass windows see Raasch Restauration und
Ausbau des Regensburger Doms, 228.
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inimitable,” by achieving “the general and most distinctive characteristics of the Greek
masterpieces,” “a noble simplicity and a quiet grandeur” (eine edle Einfalt, und eine stille
Größe).570 Winckelmann had overlooked this native achievement and moved to Rome,
leaving it for Bülau and Popp to rediscover.
In his renovations of the cathedrals of the new Bavarian territories of Bamberg
and Regensburg Ludwig had been motivated to create a cohesive, Catholic and Bavarian,
historical landscape rather than to address the buildings’ repair needs or to satisfy his
scholarly curiosity. His genuine interest, however, in the physical evidence of the
buildings’ original state and particularly in interpreting their polychromy led him and his
architects to discover (or invent) for both the Byzantine and German styles a balance
between classical virtue and the new Romantic spirit.

10. Byzantine vs. German to Romanesque vs. Gothic
Enthusiasm for medieval buildings, and their poor repair following the
Napoleonic wars, had led to renovation campaigns such as that conducted at Speyer from
1818 to 1822 (when its Byzantine style had not yet gained general admiration), as well as
to commissions for buildings in historicizing styles, such as Klenze’s likewise Byzantine
Allerheiligenhofkapelle. With Ludwig’s growing attention to the relatively undeveloped
fields of restoring medieval buildings and reproducing their styles in new ones came a
practical need to more precisely define these styles so as to make the historical and
geographical connections clear and, in this developing Romantic sense, imitable. To
accomplish this, he and his architects came to focus on oppositions and to ignore
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Winckelmann, Reflections on the Imitation of Greek Works, 4-5 and 32-33.
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ambiguities where doing so would promote the legibility of the medieval styles and
strengthen their ability to evoke distant times and places.
The leading scholarship of the early post Napoleonic period had traced stained
glass to late tenth-century German churches in the Byzantine style. In line with the desire
for heightened stylistic clarity, however, the presence of colored stained glass in
buildings considered Byzantine, as well as painted interiors and grisaille glazing – from
the late thirteenth century often mixed with colored glazing571 – in those buildings
considered German came to be ignored. Extant wall painting and grisaille glazing in
“German” (or, “Old German”) buildings and colored stained glass in “Byzantine” (or,
“German Byzantine”) ones were generally left alone, but in the pioneering historicizing
commissions and historical renovations conducted under Ludwig I at this time they came
to be treated as mutually exclusive hallmarks of Byzantine and German polychromy, just
as round and pointed arches were treated as mutually exclusive hallmarks of Byzantine
and German masonry.572 Until mid-century, stained glass and pointed arches were read as
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Vaassen, Bilder auf Glas, 17-18, notes not only the frequent combination of grisaille
and colored stained glass in windows produced from the end of the thirteenth century in
order to bring in more light, but the insistence of nineteenth- and twentieth-century
revivalists on the exclusive use of colored stained glass and on the resultant dim lighting
in Gothic-style buildings.
572
For this reason none of Ludwig’s Byzantine revival commissions and renovations
received stained glass windows, and all either received frescoes or were recommended
for such. Ohlmüller’s Maria-Hilf-Kirche in the Au and Regensburg Cathedral received
stained glass but no frescoes: painting was largely restricted to the altar pieces. As
Raasch points out concerning the Regensburg renovation, which removed the frescoes
and most of the fixtures that had been added in later renovations, “die Restauration
‘säuberte’ die Architektur von [der barocken] Bilderwelt und duldete sie nur noch
unmittelbar an den Altären und im Bereich der Glasmalereien in den Fenstern.” See
Raasch, Restauration und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms, 188 (and further discussion
on pp. 225-26).
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indicative of the German style to the extent that inconsistencies between them were
widely ignored.573
These early interpretations conflict strongly with re-interpretations of medieval
architecture established by the second half of the nineteenth century. This
historiographical shift towards the paradigms that underpin much twentieth-century
scholarship has made many of the medieval renovations and revival styles of the first half
of the nineteenth century difficult to read as they were intended. What in the early
nineteenth century were understood as German-style buildings came to be read as Gothic
– a style by then associated more closely with France. In the meantime, what in the early
nineteenth century had been understood as Byzantine buildings had come to be read as
Romanesque. With the notable exception of the Allerheiligenhofkapelle, early
nineteenth-century Byzantine revival buildings such as St. Louis’s or St. Salvator,
Donaustauf, became largely incomprehensible as such. Though designed to be legibly
Byzantine, these buildings lost their historiographical position because Byzantium and its
art and architecture became better known. Yet it is possible to see in retrospect that
during the first half of the nineteenth century Byzantine and German styles of
polychromy were defined in a manner that has retained currency for what is today known
as Romanesque and Gothic architecture. Like the tendency to oppose round and pointed
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Sulpiz Boisserée appears to have been among the first to pay attention to the existence
of Byzantine (Romanesque) stained glass, when after a visit to St. Pantaleon in Cologne
on 18 October 1829, he noted “schöne Glasmalereien byzantinische Grund-Construction
mit mehreren späteren Veränderungen. An der Süd-Ost-Seite des Neben-Chors noch
erhaltener Rest des Ursprünglichen“ (Boisserée, Tagebücher, 1808-1854, 2:428). As
argued below, however, by this date the understanding of frescoes as characteristically
Byzantine and stained glass as characteristically Gothic had been so well developed –
especially in Munich, where Boisserée was then living – that such observations appear to
have had no audience.
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arches, a tendency to oppose wall paintings and stained glass still influences how these
styles are seen, understood, and reproduced.
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